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Abstract
We discuss finitely graded Iwanaga-Gorenstein (IG) algebras A and representation theory
of their (graded) Cohen-Macaulay (CM) modules. By quasi-Veronese algebra construction, in
principle, we may reduce our study to the case where A is a trivial extension algebra A = Λ⊕C
with the grading deg Λ = 0, degC = 1. In [18] we gave a necessary and sufficient condition that
A is IG in terms of Λ and C by using derived tensor products and derived Homs. For simplicity,
we assume that Λ is of finite global dimension in the sequel. In this paper, we show that the
condition that A is IG, has a triangulated categorical interpretation. We prove that if A is IG,
then the graded stable category CMZ A of CM-modules is realized as an admissible subcategory
of the derived category Db(modΛ). As a corollary, we deduce that the Grothendieck group
K0(CM
Z A) is free of finite rank.
We give several applications. Among other things, for a path algebra Λ = kQ of an A2 or
A3 quiver Q, we give a complete list of Λ-Λ-bimodule C such that Λ⊕ C is IG (resp. of finite
global dimension) by using the triangulated categorical interpretation mentioned above.
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1 Introduction
Representation theory of (graded) Iwanaga-Gorenstein (IG) algebra was initiated by Auslander-
Reiten [2], Happel [11] and Buchweitz [5], has been studied by many researchers and is recently
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getting interest from other areas. One source of interest on representation theory IG-algebra is
theory of cluster categories, since higher cluster category is often realized as the stable category
CMA of ungraded CM-modules over a finitely graded algebra A. Another source is in the study of
Mirror symmetry, as is mentioned below.
Recall that a graded algebra A =
⊕∞
i=0Ai is called IG if it is Noetherian on both sides and of
finite self-injective dimension on both sides. The central object of representation theory of graded IG-
algebra A is the category CMZA of graded Cohen-Macaulay (CM) modules and its stable categories
CMZA. The latter has a canonical structure of a triangulated category. Fundamental results are
following equivalences of triangulated categories
(1-1) Kac(projZA)
Z0
−−−→ CMZA
β
−−−→ SingZA
where Kac(projZA) is the homotopy category of acyclic complexes of graded projective A-modules
and SingZA is the graded singularity category. It is defined by the Verdier quotient SingZA :=
Db(modZA)/Kb(projZA). If we perform the same construction to an algebraic variety X , then we
obtain a triangulated category SingX which only depends the singular locus of X . Hence, the name.
Singularity categories play important roles in theory of Mirror symmetry. This is another reason that
representation theory of IG-algebra have been becoming to get much attention. Story until now is
the same with the ungraded situation. There is a special feature for the graded situation, the Orlov
subcategory O. Under the assumption that the degree 0-subalgebra A0 coincides with the base field
k, Orlov [23] found another triangulated category O which is equivalent to CMZA in study of Mirror
symmetry. The category O is a triangulated subcategory O of Db(modZA) such that the restriction
functor π|O of the canonical quotient functor π : D
b(modZA)→ SingZA gives an equivalence.
(1-2) π|O : O
∼
−−−→ SingZA.
We postpone giving the definition of O under more general assumption that A0 is IG until Section
3.3.
The aim of this paper is to study finitely graded IG-algebras A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai over a field and the
stable categories of their graded Cohen-Macaulay (CM) modules by using results of [18]. One of our
achievement is the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai be a finite dimensional graded IG -algebra. If the degree 0-part
algebra A0 is of finite global dimension, then the Gorthendieck group K0(CM
ZA) is free and its rank
is bounded by ℓ|A0| from above:
rankK0(CM
ZA) ≤ ℓ|A0|
where |A0| denotes the number of non-isomorphic simple A0-modules.
One important trick here is the quasi-Veronese algebra construction: from a finitely graded
algebra A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai, we can construct the ℓ-th quasi-Veronese algebra A
[ℓ], whose important prop-
erties are that it is graded Morita equivalent to A and that (A[ℓ])i = 0 for i 6= 0, 1. We denote
∇A := (A[ℓ])0,∆A := (A
[ℓ])1 and call ∇A the Beilinson algebra.
A[ℓ] = ∇A⊕∆A.
Since they are graded Morita equivalent, A is IG if and only if so is A[ℓ] and if this is the case, we have
an equivalence CMZA ≃ CMZA[ℓ]. Therefore, we may and will concentrate in the case A = A0⊕A1.
In this case A is regarded as the trivial extension algebra of A0 by the bimodule A1 over it. Hence,
the basic set up of this paper is the followings: Λ is an algebra, C is a bimodule over it and A = Λ⊕C
is the trivial extension with the canonical grading deg Λ = 0, degC = 1.
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An important class of trivial extension algebras which are IG is the class of cluster tilted algebras,
which play a key role in cluster theory. Originally a cluster tilted algebra A is defined to be the
endomorphism algebra A = EndC T of a cluster tilting object T of a cluster category C. It is shown
in [1] that A is obtained as the trivial extension algebra A = Λ ⊕ Ext2Λ(D(Λ),Λ) where Λ is an
iterated tilted algebra. It is proved in [15] that A is IG. We leave for future work to apply our results
to cluster tilted algebras.
Let Λ be a finite dimensional algebra again. In [18], we call a bimodule C over Λ asid (as an
abbreviation of “attaching self-injective dimension”) if the trivial extension algebra A = Λ ⊕ C is
IG. We gave a characterization of asid bimodule in terms of −⊗LΛ C
a and RHomΛ(C
a,−) where Ca
denotes the iterated derived tensor product of C, namely, for a natural number a > 0,
Ca := C ⊗LΛ C ⊗
L
Λ · · · ⊗
L
Λ C (a-times)
and C0 := Λ. One of our main theorem gives a categorical characterization of asid bimodules.
Theorem 1.2. Let Λ be a finite dimensional algebra of finite global dimension and C a bimodule
over Λ. Then the trivial extension algebra A = Λ⊕ C is IG if and only if there exists an admissible
subcategory T ⊂ Db(modΛ) which satisfies the following conditions.
(1) The functor T = −⊗LΛC acts on T as an equivalence, i.e., T (T) ⊂ T and the restriction functor
T |T is an autoequivalence.
(2) The functor T = − ⊗LΛ C nilpotently acts on T
⊥, i.e., T (T⊥) ⊂ T⊥ and there exists a natural
number a ∈ N such that T a(T⊥) = 0.
It might be looked that the categorical characterization is only an abstract result. However,
this can be a powerful tool to attack concrete problems. For instance, in Section 7, we apply this
characterization to solve the problem that classifies asid bimodules over a path algebra of A2 or A3
quiver.
This theorem is proved in Theorem 4.10 for the more general case where Λ is IG with a little
modification that replace Db(modΛ) with Kb(proj Λ). We note that in Theorem 4.10 we give another
categorical characterization in terms of C-duality functors
(−)⋆ := RHomΛ(−, C) : D
b(modΛ)⇄ Db(modΛop)op : RHomΛop(−, C) =: (−)
⋆.
We call an admissible subcategory T ⊂ Db(modΛ) an asid subcategory of an asid module C if
it satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) of above theorem. The next main result, Theorem 1.3, asserts
a uniqueness of asid subcategory by giving a description using an asid bimodule. For this, we use
two invariants of an asid bimodule, the right asid number αr and the left asid number αℓ which are
introduced in [18]. The original definitions is recalled in Definition 4.3. Here we give a formula for
the right asid number αr under the assumption that Λ is finite dimensional.
αr = 1−min{a ∈ Z | ∃n s.t. soc(Ω
−nA)a 6= 0}.
This formula tells us that it essentially counts the minimal degree of the socle of the graded cosyzygies
Ω−nA as graded A-modules. The left asid number αℓ is given by the same formula involving the
left graded cosyzygies. Thus the first statement of Theorem 1.3 below can be regarded as a result
concerning on right-left symmetry of graded self-injective resolution of A.
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 4.12). Assume that gldimΛ <∞. If A = Λ⊕ C is IG, then the following
assertions hold.
(1) We have αr = αℓ. We put α := αr = αℓ.
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(2) The subcategory T of (2) of Theorem 1.2 is uniquely determined as T = thickCα.
(3) We have T⊥ = Ker(−⊗LΛ C
α).
The next result reveals the categories T and T⊥ are strongly related to representation theory of
IG-algebra A. More precisely the asid subcategory T is shown to be equivalent to the stable category
CMZA via generalized Happel’s functor H and the right perpendicular category T⊥ is identified with
KerH.
To state this, we recall original Happel’s functor. Let D(Λ) := Homk(Λ,k) be the k-dual of Λ
with the canonical bimodule structure. Then the trivial extension algebra T (Λ) := Λ ⊕ D(Λ) is
self-injective and CMZ T (Λ) = modZ T (Λ). Happel [10] showed that there is a canonical embedding
functor
H : Db(modΛ) →֒ modZA.
He also showed that H gives an equivalence if and only if Λ is of finite global dimension.
Observe that even in the case C 6= D(Λ), if A = Λ ⊕ C is IG, then there are an analogue of
Happel’s functor constructed as the following composite functor
H : Db(modΛ) →֒ Db(modZA)։ SingZA
β−1
−−→ CMZA
where the first two arrows are canonical functors and the third is the inverse of the functor β in
(1-1). For a finitely graded IG-algebra A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai, the quasi-Veronese algebra construction yields
the functor below which is also denoted by H.
H : Db(mod∇A)→ CMZA[ℓ]
≃
−→ CMZA
In general H does neither give an equivalence nor even is fully faithful. In [19] we characterize a
finitely graded IG-algebra A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai such that generalized Happel’s functor H is fully faithful or
gives an equivalence. In this paper, we study general properties of H.
Theorem 1.4. Assume that gldimΛ <∞ and A = Λ⊕C is IG. Let T be the asid subcategory. Then
the following assertions hold.
(1) The functor H restricts to give an equivalence
H|T : T
∼
−→ CMZA.
In particular CMZA is realized as an admissible subcategory of Db(modΛ).
(2) We have T⊥ = KerH.
(3) The asid number α = αr = αℓ is a minimal integer that satisfies either Ker(−⊗
L Cα) = KerH
or H|thickCα : thickC
α ≃−→ CMZA.
The assertion (2) is proved in Theorem 4.12 and (3) is a consequence of Lemma 4.21, Proposition
4.24.
The assertion (1) is proved in Theorem 5.6. What we actually show is that the functor H|T is an
equivalence which fits into the following commutative diagram three arrows of which are equivalences
of (1-1) and (1-2).
Kac(projZA)
Z0
∼
//
p0 ≀

CMA
β≀

T
∼
in|T
//
H|T
∼
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
O
∼
π|O
// SingZA
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The functor in|T is the restriction of the canonical embedding in : D
b(modΛ) →֒ Db(modZA) and p0
is a functor which assign a projective complex P with its “degree 0-generators”. These equivalence
can be proved in the more general case where Λ is IG. For this we need to introduce “locally perfect”
complexes of graded modules.
Recall that a graded module M =
⊕
i∈ZMi is called locally finite if dimMi < ∞ for all i ∈ Z.
In the same way the notion of locally perfect complexes is defined in Definition 3.1. It seems that
when we generalize Orlov’s equivalence O
∼
−→ SingZA to a (not necessary finitely) graded algebra
A =
⊕
i≥0Ai with A0 IG of gldimA0 = ∞, it is necessary to use the category of locally perfect
complexes. Moreover a similar notion of “locally free” modules play a key role in [9]. Thus we can
expect that the notion of locally perfect complexes will be of use in study of IG-algebras.
As a summary, we give the following theorem which can be stated for a general finitely graded
IG-algebra A which is not necessary a trivial extension algebra.
Theorem 1.5. Let A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai be a finite dimensional graded IG-algebra. Assume that gldimΛ <
∞. Then there exists the recollement of the following form
CMZA // Db(mod∇A) //
H
kk
ss
KerH
in
ll
qq
where in is a canonical inclusion.
We mention that Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of this theorem.
This is the end of abstract results. We give three concrete applications. In the first two appli-
cation we discuss a finite dimensional graded IG-algebra of finite CM-type. To obtain conclusions
of ungraded CM-modules from the results of graded CM-modules obtained before, we use a CM-
version of Gabriel theorem by the first author. This theorem asserts that a finite dimensional graded
IG-algebra A is of graded finite CM-type if and only if it is of (ungraded) CM-type.
It is known that a finite dimensional algebra Λ is a iterated tilted algebra if and only if the
trivial extension algebra T(Λ) = Λ⊕ D(Λ) by D(Λ) is of finite representation type (see Happel [10,
Section V.2]). Since the algebra T(Λ) is always self-injective, our first application can be looked as
a CM-generalization of one implication of this result. A CM-generalization of the other implication
is discussed in [20].
Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 6.2). Let Λ be an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type. If a trivial extension
algebra A = Λ⊕ C is IG, then it is of finite CM-type.
In this theorem, CM representation theory of A is controlled by the degree 0-part Λ.
An easiest way to obtain a bimodule is taking a tensor product C = N ⊗k M of a left Λ-module
N and a right Λ-module M . In the second application, we study this case under the assumption
gldimΛ < ∞. In Theorem 6.4 we determine the condition that A = Λ ⊕ C is IG (or gldimA <∞)
and give a description of CMA. We see that if A is IG, then it is always of finite CM type and the
number of indecomposable CM-modules is given by # indCMA = pdM + 1. Contrary to the first
application, CM-representation theory is controlled by the degree 1-part N ⊗k M .
As the third and final application, using Theorem 1.2 we give a complete list of Λ-Λ-bimodules
C such that Λ ⊕ C is IG in the case where Λ = kQ is the path algebra of a quiver Q of A2 type or
A3 type.
The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2 collects results which are need in the
sequel. Among other things, in Section 2.1, we recall the quasi-Veronese algebra construction and the
decomposition functor pi which plays a key role in the paper. In Section 3, we introduce the notion
of locally perfect complexes and locally perfect CM-modules. They can be defined over arbitrary
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graded algebras. In Section 4, we prove categorical characterization of asid bimodules (Theorem
4.10) and a uniqueness of asid subcategories T of an asid bimodule C (Theorem 4.12). In Section 5,
we show that the asid subcategory T is equivalent to the stable category CMZlpA of locally perfect
CM-modules. As a consequence, for a finitely graded algebra A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai we see that CM
Z
lpA is
realized as an admissible subcategory of Kb(proj∇A). In Section 6 we apply our result to study two
particular classes of trivial extension algebras. In Section 7, we give a complete list of asid bimodules
C in the case where Λ = kQ is the path algebra of a quiver Q of A2 type or A3 type.
1.1 Notation and convention
Throughout this paper the symbol k denotes a field and “algebra” means k-algebra. For generaliza-
tion to the case where the base commutative ring k is not a field, see remark 2.12. The symbol D
denotes the k-dual functor D := Homk(−,k).
Let Λ be an algebra. Unless otherwise stated, the word “Λ-modules” means a right Λ-modules.
We denote the opposite algebra by Λop. We identify left Λ-modules with (right) Λop-modules. A
Λ-Λ-bimodule D is always assumed to be k-central, i.e., ad = da for d ∈ D, a ∈ k, Therefore
we may identify Λ-Λ-bimodules with modules over the enveloping algebra Λe := Λop ⊗k Λ. For a
Λ-Λ-bimodule D, we denote by DΛ and ΛD the underlying right and left Λ-modules respectively. So
for example, idDΛ denotes the injective dimension of D regarded a (right) Λ-module.
For an additive category A, we denote by C(A) and K(A) the category of cochain complexes
and cochain morphisms and its homotopy category respectively. For complexes X, Y ∈ C(A), we
denote by Hom•A(X, Y ) the Hom-complex. For an abelian category A, we denote by D(A) the derived
category of A.
The shift of a triangulated categories are denoted by [1].
In the paper except Section 7, the degree of graded modules M is usually indicated by the
characters i, j, . . . . The degree of complexes X is usually indicated by the characters m,n, . . . .
Acknowledgment The authors thank O. Iyama for giving comments on earlier version of the results
given this paper. The first author was partially supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number
26610009. The second author was partially supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 26800007.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Graded algebra and graded modules
In this paper, a graded algebra is always a non-negatively graded algebra A =
⊕
i≥0Ai.
Let A be a graded algebra. We denote by ModZA the category of graded (right) A-modulesM =⊕
i∈ZMi and graded A-module homomorphisms f : M → N , which, by definition, preserve degree
of M and N , i.e., f(Mi) ⊂ Ni. We define the truncation M≥j by (M≥j)i = Mi (i ≥ j), (M≥j)i =
0 (i < j). We set M<j :=M/M≥j so that we have an exact sequence 0→M≥j → M →M<j → 0.
For a graded A-moduleM and an integer j ∈ Z, we define the shiftM(j) ∈ ModZA by (M(j))i =
Mi+j . For M,N ∈ Mod
ZA, n ∈ N and i ∈ Z, we set EXTnA(M,N)i := Ext
n
ModZ A
(M,N(i)) and
EXTnA(M,N) :=
⊕
i∈Z
EXTnA(M,N)i =
⊕
i∈Z
Extn
ModZA
(M,N(i)).
We note the obvious equality HOMA(M,N)0 = HomModZA(M,N). We use the similar notation for
RHOMA(M,N) where M,N are objects of D(Mod
ZA).
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We denote by modZA ⊂ ModZA the full subcategory of finitely generated graded A-modules.
For i ∈ Z, we denote by Mod≥iA ⊂ ModZA the full subcategory consisting of M ∈ ModZA such
that M<i = 0. We set mod
≥iA := (modZA)∩ (Mod≥iA). Similarly, we define the full subcategories
Mod<iA and mod<iA.
2.1.1 Quasi-Veronese algebras
A (non-negatively) graded algebra A =
⊕
i≥0Ai is called finitely graded if Ai = 0 for i≫ 0.
Let A be a finitely graded algebra. We fix a natural number ℓ such that Ai = 0 for i ≥ ℓ + 1.
(It is not necessary to assume that Aℓ 6= 0.) We recall that the Beilinson algebra ∇A of A (which
rigorously should be called the Beilinson algebra of the pair (A, ℓ)) and its bimodule ∆A are defined
to be
∇A :=


A0 A1 · · · Aℓ−1
0 A0 · · · Aℓ−2
...
...
...
0 0 · · · A0

 , ∆A :=


Aℓ 0 · · · 0
Aℓ−1 Aℓ · · · 0
...
...
...
A1 A2 · · · Aℓ


where the algebra structure and the bimodule structure are given by the matrix multiplications.
Then, the trivial extension algebra ∇A⊕∆A with the grading deg∇A = 0, deg∆A = 1 is the ℓ-th
quasi-Veronese algebra A[ℓ] of A introduced by Mori [21, Definition 3.10].
A[ℓ] = ∇A⊕∆A.
By [21, Lemma 3.12] A and A[ℓ] are graded Morita equivalent to each other. More precisely, the
functor qv := qvA below gives a k-linear equivalence.
qv : ModZA
≃
−−→ ModZA[ℓ],
qv(M) :=
⊕
i∈Z
qv(M)i, qv(M)i =Miℓ ⊕Miℓ+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕M(i+1)ℓ−1.
This equivalence is restricted to an equivalence Mod≥0A
∼
−→ Mod≥0A[ℓ].
The functor qv has the following compatibility with the degree shift functors over A and A[ℓ].
(1) ◦ qv ∼= qv ◦ (ℓ).
For simplicity we set B = A[ℓ]. We may identify (Aop)[ℓ] with Bop. The composite functor qv′
gives an equivalence.
qv′ := qvAop ◦ (−ℓ+ 1) : Mod
ZAop → ModZBop.
It induces an equivalence Mod>0Aop
∼
−→ Mod>0Bop and fits into the following commutative diagram
ModZAop
HOMAop (−,A) //
qv′

ModZA
qv

ModZBop
HOMBop (−,B)
//ModZB
2.1.2 Decomposition of a complex of graded projective A-modules
Let A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai be a finitely graded algebra. We recall from [18] a decomposition of a complex of
graded projective A-modules. For notational simplicity, we set Λ := A0.
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First we deal with a graded projective A-module. For an integer i ∈ Z, we denote by pi :
ProjZA→ Proj Λ the functor piP := (P ⊗A Λ)i. Then tiP := (piP )⊗Λ A(−i) is a graded projective
A-module and there exists an isomorphism of graded A-modules, from which we deduce the following
lemma.
P ∼=
⊕
i∈Z
tiP.
Lemma 2.1. A graded projective A-module P ∈ ProjZA is finitely generated if and only if piP is
finitely generated and piP = 0 for |i| ≫ 0.
We use the same symbol pi, ti for graded A
op-modules. If P ∈ ProjZA is such that piP is finitely
generated for i ∈ Z, then HOMA(P,A) is a graded projective A
op-module and moreover we have an
isomorphism of Λ-modules.
piHOMA(P,A) ∼= HomΛ(p−iP,Λ).
We discuss compatibility of pi with the quasi-Veronese algebra construction. For r = 0, · · · , ℓ, we
define a projective ∇A-module Rr to be
Rr = (0, · · · , 0, A0, A1, · · · , Aℓ−1−r).
It is clear that ∇A ∼=
⊕ℓ−1
r=0Rr as ∇A-modules. We note that Rr has a canonical Λ
op-module
structure.
We leave the verification of the following lemma to the readers.
Lemma 2.2. For P ∈ ProjZA, we have the following isomorphism of ∇A-modules.
piqvP ∼=
ℓ−1⊕
r=0
(piℓ+rP )⊗Λ Rr.
From now we deal with a complex of graded projective A-modules. By abuse of notations, we
denote the functors pi : C(Proj
ZA) → C(Proj Λ), pi : K(Proj
ZA) → K(Proj Λ) induced from the
functor pi : Proj
ZA → Proj Λ by the same symbols. The symbol ti is used in the same way. The
following lemma plays an important role in the sequel.
Lemma 2.3 ([18, Lemma 4.2]). Assume that A = Λ⊕ C. Let P ∈ C(ProjZA). Then there exists a
morphism qi : piP → (pi−1P )⊗Λ C in C(ModΛ), which gives an exact triangle in K(ModΛ).
(2-3) pi−1P ⊗Λ C → Pi → piP
qi
−→ pi−1P ⊗Λ C[1].
In particular H(P )i = 0 if and only if the morphism qi is an isomorphism in D(ModΛ).
Assume that piP belongs to C
−(Proj Λ) for some i ∈ Z. Then the complex piP ⊗Λ C is quasi-
isomorphic to the derived tensor product piP ⊗
L
Λ C. This observation yields the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Assume that A = Λ⊕C. Let P ∈ C−(ProjA) such that piP ∈ C
−(Proj Λ) for i ∈ Z.
Then the following assertions hold.
(1) If there exists j ∈ Z such that H(P )>j = 0, then for i ≥ j, we have an isomorphism piP ∼=
pjP ⊗
L
Λ C
i−j[i− j] in D(ModΛ).
(2) If there exists j ∈ Z such that H(P )≤j = 0, then for i ≤ j, we have an isomorphism pjP ∼=
piP ⊗
L
Λ C
j−i[j − i] in D(ModΛ).
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2.2 (Graded) Iwanaga-Gorenstein algebras
In this section, we collect basic facts about Iwanaga-Gorenstein (IG) algebra. In particular, we
recall the constructions of equivalences in (1-1), since we use them in this paper. First we recall the
definition of IG-algebras.
Definition 2.5. A (graded) algebra A is said to be Iwanaga-Gorenstein(IG) if it is (graded) Noethe-
rian on both sides and (gr-) idAA <∞, (gr-) id AA <∞.
We recall the fundamental observation due to Iwanaga, which is frequently and tacitly used in
the sequel.
Proposition 2.6 (Iwanaga [13]). Let A be a (graded) IG-algebra. For a (graded) A-module M the
following conditions are equivalent
(1) (gr-) pdM <∞.
(2) (gr-) idM <∞.
Next we recall the definition of Cohen-Macaulay modules.
Definition 2.7. Let A be a (graded) IG-algebra. A (graded) A-moduleM is called Cohen-Macaulay
(CM) if it is finitely generated and satisfies the condition
ExtnA(M,A) = 0 for n ≥ 1.
We denote by CMZA ⊂ modZA the full subcategory of graded CM-modules. The ungraded
version is denoted by CMA ⊂ modA.
Let A be a graded IG-algebra. The category CMZA is a Frobenius category, whose admissible
projective-injective modules are precisely graded projective modules. Therefore, by [10], the stable
category CMZA := CMZA/[projZA] canonically has a structure of triangulated category.
Now we recall fundamental equivalences of triangulated categories which relate the stable category
CMZA to other important triangulated categories.
The graded singularity category SingZA is defined to be the Verdier quotient
SingZA := Db(modZA)/Kb(projZA).
We consider the following diagram
CMZA

  i // modZA 
 j // Db(modZA)
π

CMZA
β
// SingZA
where the top arrows are canonical embeddings and the vertical arrows are canonical functors. Since
πji(projZA) = 0, there exists a unique functor β which makes the above diagram commutative.
Theorem 2.8 (Buchweitz [5], Happel [11]). The functor β gives an equivalence of triangulated
categories.
We denote by Cac(projZA) ⊂ C(projZA) the full subcategory of acyclic complexes of finitely
generated graded projective modules. Let Z0 : Cac(projZA) → modZA be the functor which sends
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a complex X to its 0-th cocycle group Z0(X). It can be shown that the functor Z0 has its image in
CMZA and descents to the functor Z0 : Kac(projA)→ CMZA.
Cac(projZA)

Z0 // CMZA

Kac(projZA)
Z0
// CMZA
Theorem 2.9 (Buchweitz [5]). The functor Z0 gives an equivalence of triangulated categories.
2.3 Derived tensor products and derived Hom functors which involve
bimodules
In this section 2.3 we discuss the compatibility between the derived functors involving bimodules and
the restriction functors.
Let Λ be an algebra over a field k. Recall that we identify (k-central) Λ-Λ-bimodules with
module over the enveloping algebra Λe = Λop ⊗k Λ and regard the category ModΛ
e as the category
of Λ-Λ-bimodules.
Let D be a Λ-Λ-bimodules. We denote by DΛ and ΛD the underlying right and left Λ-modules
of D. The assignments D 7→ DΛ and D 7→ ΛD extend to functors, which are called the restriction
functors.
ModΛe → ModΛ, D 7→ DΛ, ModΛ
e → ModΛop, D 7→ ΛD,
We equip the Hom-space HomΛ(DΛ, EΛ) and the tensor product (DΛ)⊗Λ (ΛE) with a canonical
Λ-Λ-bimodule structures and denote them by HomΛ(D,E) and D ⊗Λ E respectively the bimodules
so obtained. A Λ-Λ-bimodule D ∈ ModΛe induces (covariant or contravariant) functors
D ⊗Λ −, −⊗Λ D, HomΛ(D,−), HomΛ(−, D) : ModΛ
e → ModΛop,
−⊗ΛD, HomΛ(D,−) : ModΛ→ ModΛ, D ⊗Λ − : ModΛ
op → ModΛop,
HomΛ(−, D) : ModΛ→ ModΛ
op.
The aim of this section is to prove the following lemma. Since the restriction functors are exact,
we denote the derived functors of them by the same symbol.
Lemma 2.10. For objects D,E ∈ D(ModΛe), there exist natural isomorphisms
(D ⊗LΛ E)Λ
∼= (DΛ)⊗
L
Λ E, Λ(D ⊗
L
Λ E)
∼= D ⊗LΛ (ΛE),
ΛRHomΛ(D,E) ∼= RHomΛ(DΛ, E), RHomΛ(D,E)Λ ∼= RHomΛ(D,EΛ).
For example, the first natural isomorphism says that the left diagram of (2-4) is commutative up
to a natural isomorphism.
(2-4) D(ModΛe)
(−)Λ

−⊗LΛE // D(ModΛe)
(−)Λ

D(ModΛ)
−⊗LΛE // D(ModΛ),
C(ModΛe)
(−)Λ

−⊗ΛE // C(ModΛe)
(−)Λ

C(ModΛ)
−⊗ΛE // C(ModΛ).
The key is the following lemma for which we need to assum the base ring k is a field.
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Lemma 2.11. The restriction functor D 7→ DΛ sends projective (resp. injective) Λ
e-modules to
projective (resp. injective) Λ-modules.
Similar statements hold for the restriction functor D 7→ ΛD.
Proof. In this proof, we make use of the assumption that we are dealing with an algebra over a field.
Since Λ is free over the base field k, the restriction ΛeΛ = (Λ
op⊗k Λ)Λ is free Λ-module. Thus the
assertion for projective modules holds.
To prove the assertion for injective modules, first note that the restriction functor is the restriction
along the algebra homomorphisms ι : Λ→ Λe = Λop⊗kΛ defined by ι(a) := 1Λop⊗a (a ∈ Λ). Namely,
Λe has a Λ-Λe-bimodule structure whose left module structure is induced from ι and there exists a
natural isomorphism DΛ ∼= HomΛe(Λ
e, D) of Λ-modules. Since Λ is free over the base field k, Λe is flat
as a left Λ-module when it is regarded as left Λ-module. Now it is easy to check that ifD is an injective
Λe-module, then the Λ-module DΛ = HomΛe(Λ
e, D) is injective by using ⊗-Hom-adjunction.
Proof of Lemma 2.10. For simplicity, we only give a proof of the first natural isomorphism. The
others can be proved in similar ways.
First we recall the construction of left derived functors from [14]. An object P of C(Proj Λ) is
said to have property (P) if it has an increasing filtration 0 = P(0) ⊂ P(1) ⊂ · · · such that each graded
quotient P(i)/P(i−1) is an object of C(Proj Λ) with 0 differential and that
⋃
i≥0 P(i) = P . Every object
M ∈ C(ModΛ) is quasi-isomorphic to an object P ∈ C(Proj Λ) having property (P) and the derived
tensor product M ⊗LΛ E is defined to be the quasi-isomorphism class of P ⊗
L
Λ E.
It follows from Lemma 2.11 that the restriction functor (−)Λ preserves the property (P). Now
the desired statement follows from the commutativity of the right diagram of (2-4).
Thanks to Lemma 2.10, in what follows we safely drop the sign of restriction functors.
Remark 2.12. We remark that if we deal with derived functors involving bimodules in a suitable
way, then we can generalize the contents of the paper to the case where the base k is not a field but
a commutative ring.
As is pointed out in [26, Remark 1.12] in the case where the base commutative ring k is not a
field, a proper way to deal with bimodules is provided by theory of DG-algebras (see e.g. [24]).
First, we need to resolve Λ as DG-algebras. Namely, we take a quasi-isomorphism Λ˜
≃
−→ Λ of DG-
algebra with a cofibrant DG-algebra. It is known that the derived category D(Λ˜) of DG-Λ˜-modules
is triangulated equivalent to D(ModΛ). Then, the derived category D(Λ˜op ⊗k Λ˜) of DG-Λ˜
op ⊗k Λ˜-
modules is served as a proper derived category of Λ-Λ-bimodules. An analogue of Lemma 2.10 holds
for this derived category even when k is a commutative ring. Moreover, using the derived category
D(Λ˜op ⊗k Λ˜) we can prove all the results given in this paper.
2.4 Admissible subcategories and recollements
In this Section we recall the notion of an admissible subcategory and related results.
Let D be a triangulated category. Recall that a full triangulated subcategory E ⊂ D is called
thick if it is closed under taking direct summands. For an object d ∈ D, we denote the smallest thick
subcategory of D which contains d by thick d and call it the thick hull of d. An object e ∈ D belongs
to thick d if and only if it is obtained from d by taking shifts, cones and direct summands finitely
many times. For a thick subcategory E, we define its right orthogonal subcategory to be
E⊥ := {d ∈ D | HomD(e, d) = 0 for all e ∈ E}.
In the similar way, we define the left orthogonal subcategory ⊥E.
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Recall that a thick subcategory E ⊂ D is said to be right (resp. left) admissible if the inclusion
functor inE : E →֒ D has a right (resp. left) adjoint functor, which will be often denoted by τ in the
sequel. A thick subcategory is called admissible if it is both left and right admissible.
We say that a triangulated category D has a semiorthogonal decomposition D = E ⊥ F by thick
subcategories E, F ⊂ D if E is right admissible and E⊥ = F. We will use the following characterization
of right admissibility for thick subcategories in the proof of Lemma 4.19.
Lemma 2.13 ([3]). For a thick subcategory E ⊂ D, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) E ⊂ D is right admissible.
(2) Every d ∈ D fits into an exact triangle e→ d→ k → e[1] such that e ∈ E, k ∈ E⊥.
Moreover if one of the above conditions is satisfied, then the right adjoint functor τ sends objects
d ∈ D to e ∈ E which is appeared as the left most term of the exact triangle in (2).
Assume that we have a semiorthogonal decomposition D = E ⊥ F. We have the following
commutative diagram
E 
 inE //
≃(qtF◦inE)|E

D
qtE // // D/E
D/F D
qtFoooo F,
≃
OO
? _
inFoo
E D
τoo
D/F
((qtF◦inE)|E)
−1
OO
D
qtF
oo
where inE, inF are canonical inclusions and qtE, qtF are canonical quotient functors. It is known that
the restriction functor (qtF◦inE)|E is an equivalence and that the composite functor ((qtF◦inE)|E)
−1◦qtF
is naturally isomorphic to the right adjoint functor τ of inE. We mention that the similar composite
functor gives an equivalence F
∼
−→ D/E. We can immediately check the following lemma.
Lemma 2.14. For d, d′ ∈ D, we have the following natural isomorphism
HomD(τ(d), d
′) ∼= HomD/F(qtF(d), qtF(d
′))
where we suppress the inclusion functor inE as custom and write the object inE(τ(d)) of D as τ(d).
A thick subcategory E ⊂ D is admissible if and only if it fits into the following recollement of the
left of (2-5).
(2-5) E
inE // D
τ
dd
zz qtE // D/E,ee
yy
D/F // D
qtF
gg
ww
// F.
inF
dd
zz
If an admissible subcategory E is a piece of a semi-orthogonal decomposition D = E ⊥ F, then the
recollement of the left of (2-5) become the recollement of the right of (2-5) via the equivalences
E ≃ D/F,D/E ≃ F mentioned above.
3 Locally perfect complexes and locally perfect CM-modules
In Section 3, A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai denotes a finitely graded Noetherian algebra. We introduce notions of
locally perfect complex and locally perfect CM-module over A.
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3.1 Locally perfect complexes
Definition 3.1. A complex P ∈ C(projZA) is called locally perfect if the complex piP belongs to
Cb(proj Λ) for any i ∈ Z. We denote by Clp(proj
ZA) the full subcategory of C(projZA) consisting of
locally perfect complexes. We define
C•lp(proj
ZA) := Clp(proj
ZA) ∩ C•(projZA).
where • = −, b, ac, etc. We denote by K•lp(proj
ZA) the homotopy category of C•lp(proj
ZA).
Next, we discuss locally perfectness of objects of derived categories. For simplicity, we only deal
with the bounded derived category Db(modZA). An object M ∈ Db(modZA) is called locally perfect
if it is represented by a locally perfect complex P ∈ Clp(proj
ZA). We note that M ∈ Db(modZA) is
locally perfect if and only if it is represented by P ∈ C−,blp (proj
ZA). We denote by Dblp(mod
ZA) the
full subcategory of Db(modZA) consisting of locally perfect objects. Obviously we have
Kb(projZA) ⊂ Dblp(mod
ZA) ⊂ Db(modZA).(3-6)
Since the functor pi : K(proj
ZA) → K(projA0) is exact, the first statement of the lemma below
follows.
Lemma 3.2. (1) K•lp(proj
ZA) is a thick subcategory of K•(projZA).
(2) Dblp(mod
ZA) is a thick subcategory of Db(modZA).
We can deduce the following lemma from Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 3.3. The equivalence qv induces an equivalence
qv : Dblp(mod
ZA)
∼
−→ Dblp(mod
ZA[ℓ]).
If pd
A0
A <∞, then the locally perfectness of M ∈ Db(modZA) can be checked by looking graded
pieces Mi ∈ D
b(modA0).
Proposition 3.4. Assume that pd
A0
A < ∞. Then, an object M ∈ Db(modZA) is locally perfect if
and only if Mi belongs to K
b(projA0) for any i ∈ Z.
First we show that we can reduce the problem to the case of a trivial extension algebra by using
the quasi-Veronese algebra construction.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that pd
A0
A < ∞. Let M be an object of Db(modZA). Then the i-th graded
submodule Mi belongs to K
b(projA0) for i ∈ Z if and only if (qvM)i belongs to K
b(proj∇A) for
i ∈ Z.
Proof. Let Γ :=
(
Γ0 D
0 Γ1
)
be an upper triangular matrix algebra and e0 :=
(
1Γ0 0
0 0
)
, e1 :=(
0 0
0 1Γ1
)
. Assume that Γ is Noetherian. We note that it is equivalent to assume that Γ0 and
Γ1 are Noetherian and the modules Γ0D and DΓ1 are finitely generated over Γ0 and Γ1 respectively.
Assume moreover that pd
Γ1
D < ∞. Then, by a similar argument to the proof of [18, Proposition
6.1] we can prove that an object N ∈ Db(modΓ) belongs to Kb(proj Γ) if and only if Nei belongs to
Kb(proj Γi) for i = 0, 1.
Applying the last statement repeatedly to the quasi-Veronese algebra construction, we prove the
desired statement.
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For the proof, we intrduce a notion, which is also used later. Let Λ be an algebra and Q ∈
C(proj Λ) a complex which is homotopic to a bounded complex Q′ ∈ Cb(proj Λ). We define the upper
bound ubQ ∈ Z of Q by ubQ := max{n ∈ Z | Hn(Q) 6= 0}.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. By Lemma 3.5, we may assume A = Λ⊕ C.
We prove “if” part. Let M 6= 0 be an object in Db(modZA) such that Mi ∈ K
b(proj Λ) for i ∈ Z.
Let P ∈ C−,b(projZA) be a projective resolution of M . We note that Mi = Pi in D
b(modΛ). We set
k := min{i ∈ Z | Pi 6= 0}.
We claim that piP belongs to K
b(proj Λ) for i ∈ Z. The case i < k is clear since piP = 0. The
case i = k follows from Pk = pkP . The case i > k is shown by induction. Assume that pi−1P belongs
to Kb(proj Λ). Since pdCΛ < ∞, the object pi−1P ⊗
L
Λ C belongs to K
b(proj Λ). By the assumption
Pi belongs to K
b(proj Λ). Using the exact triangle (2-3), we deduce that piP belongs to K
b(proj Λ).
By the claim, the complex piP ∈ C
−(proj Λ) is homotopic to some complex Qi ∈ C
b(proj Λ) for
i ∈ Z. We may take Qi = 0 for i < k and assume that for i ≥ k the following equality holds
max{m ∈ Z | (Qi)
m 6= 0} = ub(piP ).(3-7)
By [18, Lemma 4.7], there is a complex P ′ ∈ C(ProjZA) which is homotopic to P such that piP
′ = Qi
in C(proj Λ) for i ∈ Z. Observe that P ′ belongs to C−,blp (Proj
ZA).
To complete the proof, we only have to show that the graded projective A-module (P ′)n is finitely
generated for n ∈ Z. We fix n ∈ Z and use the criterion of Lemma 2.1. By the construction each
pi(P
′)n = Qni is finitely generated for i ∈ Z and pi(P
′)n = Qni = 0 for i < k. Therefore, it is enough
to show that pi(P
′)n = Qni = 0 for i≫ 0.
Since M is assumed to have bounded cohomology groups and A is finitely graded, there exists
j ∈ Z such that H(M)i = 0 for i ≥ j. Thus, using Corollary 2.4.(1), we deduce that ub(piP ) < n
for i≫ 0. By (3-7), we conclude that Qni = 0 for i≫ 0 as desired. This completes the proof of “if”
part.
We prove “only if” part. Let M ∈ Dblp(mod
ZA). There exists a locally perfect complex P ∈
C
−,b
lp (proj
ZA) which is quasi-isomorphic to M . Since by the assumption piP and pi−1P ⊗
L
Λ C belong
to Kb(proj Λ), we conclude by the exact triangle (2-3) that Mi belongs to K
b(proj Λ).
From the above proposition, we deduce a condition that every object M ∈ Db(modZA) is locally
perfect.
Corollary 3.6. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) Dblp(mod
ZA) = Db(modZA).
(2) Kb(projA0) = D
b(modA0).
Proof. We may assume A = Λ ⊕ C. Assume that the condition (1) holds. Then Db(modΛ) ⊂
Dblp(mod
ZA). It follows from [18, Lemma 4.13] that Db(modΛ) ⊂ Kb(proj Λ). This shows the
implication (1) ⇒ (2).
Assume that the condition (2) holds. We remark that since Ai is finitely generated A0-module,
it has finite projective dimension. Now, it is easy to deduce the condition (1) by using Proposition
3.4.
In the case where A is finite dimensional, the condition (2) is equivalent to the condition
gldimA0 <∞.
Corollary 3.7. Assume that A is a finite dimensional graded algebra. Then the equality Dblp(mod
ZA) =
Db(modZA) holds if and only if gldimA0 <∞.
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The following proposition concerning on the A-dualities plays important roles in the sequel.
Proposition 3.8. Assume that A is IG and that it has finite projective dimension as a left and right
A0-module. Then the A-duality (−)
∗ induces an equivalence
(−)∗ := RHOMA(−, A) : D
b
lp(mod
ZA)
∼
⇄ Dblp(mod
ZAop)op : RHOMAop(−, A) =: (−)
∗.
Proof. By [18, Proposition 6.1], ∆A has finite ∇A-projective dimension on both sides. Hence, we
may reduce the problem to the case where A = Λ⊕ C by Lemma 3.3.
It is enough to show that (−)∗ preserves locally perfectness. Since the argument is left-right
symmetric, it is enough to prove that if M ∈ Db(modZA) is locally perfect, then so is M∗. Since M∗
belongs to Db(modZAop), it is enough to show that (M∗)i belongs to K
b(proj Λop) by the left version
of Proposition 3.4.
Let P ∈ C−,blp (proj
ZA) be a projective resolution of M . Then, substituting P ′ = A(i) in the exact
sequence (4-5) of [18], we obtain an exact triangle in D(modΛop) for i ∈ Z
HomΛ(p−i+1P,C)→ (M
∗)i → HomΛ(p−iP,Λ)→ .
The right most term belongs to Kb(proj Λop). The assumption pd
Λop
C < ∞ implies that so does the
left most term. Thus we conclude that so does (M∗)i.
3.2 Locally perfect graded CM-modules
Definition 3.9. For a graded IG-algebra A, we define
CMZlpA = {Z
0(P ) | P ∈ Caclp (proj
ZA)}.
This is a Frobenius full subcategory of CMZA containing projZA. So the stable category CMZlpA is
a triangulated full subcategory of CMZA.
By the definition, it is obvious that the equivalence Z0 : Kac(projZA)
≃
−→ CMZA induces an
equivalence
Z0 : Kaclp(proj
ZA)
≃
−→ CMZlpA.
The equivalence β : CMZA
∼
−→ SingZA can be restricted to the locally perfect subcategories.
Lemma 3.10. Let A be a finitely graded IG-algebra. If A has finite projective dimension as a left
and right A0-module, we have
CMZlpA = (CM
ZA) ∩ Dblp(mod
ZA) = {M ∈ CMZA | pd(MA0) <∞}.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, we have the second equality. It is obvious that CMZlpA is contained in
(CMZA) ∩ Dblp(mod
ZA). In the following, we prove the converse inclusion.
Let M ∈ (CMZA)∩Dblp(mod
ZA). By Proposition 3.8, M∗ belongs to (CMZAop)∩Dblp(mod
ZAop).
Let f : Q
∼
−→ M∗ be a quasi-isomorphism with Q ∈ C−,blp (proj
ZAop). We may assume that Q>0 = 0.
We regard Q as a projective resolution
· · · · · · → Q1 → Q0 →M∗ → 0
of M∗ in modZAop. Applying HOMAop(−, A), we have an exact sequence
(3-8) 0→M∗∗ → P 1 → P 2 → · · · · · ·
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in modZA where we set P i := HOMAop(Q
−i+1, A). Similarly, we take a projective resolution P
∼
−→M
with P ∈ C−,blp (proj
ZA) satisfying P>0 = 0 and regard it as a projective resolution
(3-9) · · · · · · → P−1 → P 0 →M → 0
of M in modZA. Splicing the exact sequences (3-8) and (3-9), we have an acyclic locally perfect
complex
P : · · · · · · // P−1 // P 0 //

P 1 // P 2 // · · · · · ·
M
∼= //M∗∗
OO
such that Z0(P ) ≃M . Thus M belongs to CMZlpA, and so the first equality holds.
Definition 3.11. Let A be a graded IG-algebra. Then by the observation (3-6), we can define the
locally perfect singularity category as the Verdier quotient
SingZlpA := D
b
lp(mod
ZA)/Kb(projZA),
which can be regarded as a triangulated full subcategory of SingZA.
Lemma 3.12. Let A be a finitely graded IG-algebra. We assume that A has finite projective di-
mension as a left and right A0-module. Then the equivalence β : CM
ZA
≃
−→ SingZA induces an
equivalence
β : CMZlpA
≃
−→ SingZlpA.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.10 that β(M) belongs to SingZlpA for M ∈ CM
Z
lpA. So we get a fully
faithful functor β : CMZlpA→ Sing
Z
lpA. We prove this functor is essentially surjective. Let X be an
object of SingZlpA and X
′ ∈ Dblp(mod
ZA) a representative of X . There exists M ∈ CMZA such that
β(M) ∼= X by Theorem 2.8. Then there exists a diagram inside Db(modZA)
M
f
←− N
g
−→ X ′
such that the cones cn(f), cn(g) of f, g belong to Kb(projZA). In other words there exist exact
triangles
(3-10) N
g
−→ X ′ → cn(g)→, N
f
−→ M → cn(f)→ .
From the left exact triangle of (3-10), we see that N is locally perfect. Then from the right exact
triangle of (3-10), we deduce M ∈ Dblp(modA). Therefore, M belongs to CM
ZA ∩ Dblp(modA) =
CMZlpA.
3.3 Orlov’s equivalence
Let A be a finitely graded IG-algebra. Assume that A has finite projective dimension as a left and
right A0-module.
Following Orlov [23], we set
O := Dblp(mod
≥0A) ∩ Dblp(mod
>0Aop)∗.
Theorem 3.13. The canonical functor π : Dblp(mod
ZA)→ SingZlpA induces an equivalence
π|O : O→ Sing
Z
lpA.
Although we can prove this theorem by the same method with [23], we give a different proof in
Section 5.
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4 Categorical characterizations of an asid bimodule
Thanks to the quasi-Veronese algebra construction, representation theoretic problem of a finitely
graded algebra A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai can be reduced to that of a trivial extension algebra A = Λ ⊕ C with
the canonical grading deg Λ = 0, degC = 1.
It was obtained in [18] the condition that A = Λ⊕C is IG in terms of Λ and C by using derived
tensor products and derived Hom. The aim of Section 4 is to prove two theorems. The first one,
Theorem 4.10, gives two categorical characterizations that A = Λ ⊕ C is IG. The second, Theorem
4.12, verifies several properties of thick subcategories and invariants appearing in the categorical
characterizations.
4.1 The asid conditions and the asid numbers
In Section 4.1, we recall the notion of asid-bimodules and related results from [18].
For a bimodule C over Λ, we define a morphism λ˜r : Λ→ HomΛ(C,C) by the formula λ˜r(x)(c) :=
xc for x ∈ Λ and c ∈ C. We denote the composite morphism λr = can ◦ λ˜r in D(ModΛ) where can
is the canonical morphism HomΛ(C,C)→ RHomΛ(C,C).
λr : Λ
λ˜r−→ HomΛ(C,C)
can
−−→ RHomΛ(C,C).
We denote by λℓ the left version of λr.
λℓ : Λ→ RHomΛop(C,C).
Using these morphisms, we give a condition for C that the trivial extension algebra A = Λ ⊕ C is
IG.
Theorem 4.1 ([18, Theorem 5.14, Proposition 5.16]). Let Λ be an IG-algebra and C a bimodule
over Λ which is finitely generated on both sides. Then the trivial extension algebra A = Λ⊕C is IG
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) C has finite projective dimensions on both sides.
(2) “The right asid condition”. The morphism RHomΛ(C
a, λr) is an isomorphism for a≫ 0.
(3) “The left asid condition”. The morphism RHomΛop(C
a, λℓ) is an isomorphism for a≫ 0.
Remark 4.2. In [18] the right and the left asid conditions are called “the right and the left ASID
condition 3”. The first condition in the above theorem is called the “the right and the left ASID
condition 1”.
Definition 4.3. (1) A Λ-Λ-bimodule C is called a asid (attaching self-injective dimension) bimodule
if the trivial extension algebra A = Λ⊕ C is IG.
(2) For an asid bimodule C, we define the right asid number αr and the left asid number αℓ to be
αr := min{a ≥ 0 | RHomΛ(C
a, λr) is an isomorphism},
αℓ := min{a ≥ 0 | RHomΛop(C
a, λℓ) is an isomorphism}.
Another description of the right and the left asid numbers is given in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.4 ([18, Corollary 5.12]). Let C be a asid bimodule over Λ and A = Λ⊕C the trivial
extension algebra. We regard a minimal injective resolution I of A as a complex. Then,
(4-11) αr = 1−min{a ∈ Z | RHomA(Λ, A)a 6= 0} = 1−min{a ∈ Z | iaI 6= 0 in D(ModΛ)}.
Remark 4.5. For a > 1, we always have RHomA(Λ, A)a = 0 and iaI = 0. Therefore the proposition
above is the same with [18, Corollary 5.12].
For the definition of i−aI, we refer [18, Section 2.3]. Roughly speaking, it is a complex of injective
Λ-modules formed by the cogenerating module of each term In in the graded degree −a.
In the case where Λ is a finite dimensional algebra, the above formula turns out to be written
down by graded cosyzygies of A.
Corollary 4.6. Let Λ, A and C be as in the above proposition. Assume moreover that Λ is a finite
dimensional algebra. We consider the graded cosyzygies Ω−nA of A. Then,
αr = 1−min{a ∈ Z | ∃n s.t. soc(Ω
−nA)a 6= 0}.
Remark 4.7. If we assume C 6= 0, then max{a ∈ Z | ∃n s.t. soc(Ω−nA)a 6= 0} = 1. Hence we
obtain the equation below which tells that αr is the amplitude of the degrees of the socles of graded
cosyzygys Ω−nA.
(4-12) αr = max{a ∈ Z | ∃n s.t. soc(Ω
−nA)a 6= 0} −min{a ∈ Z | ∃n s.t. soc(Ω
−nA)a 6= 0}.
4.1.1 Happel’s functor ̟
Let A = Λ⊕C be a trivial extension algebra. We may regard a Λ-modules M as a graded A-module
M such that Mi = 0 for i 6= 0 and embed the category ModΛ as the full subcategory of Mod
ZA
consisting of graded A-modules M such that Mi = 0 for i 6= 0. We also embed the derived category
D(ModΛ) as a full subcategory of D(ModZA) consisting of objectsM such that H(M)i = 0 for i 6= 0.
We assume that A is Noetherian or equivalently Λ is Noetherian and C is finitely generated over
Λ. We define a functor ̟ : Db(modΛ)→ SingZA which plays a key role in the paper as the following
composite functor
̟ : Db(modΛ) →֒ Db(modZA)
π
−→ SingZA
where π is the canonical quotient functor. As is mentioned in the introduction, in the case where
A is IG, the functor H := β−1̟ : Db(modΛ) → CMZA is a generalization of the functor H :
Db(modΛ)→ modT (Λ) constructed by Happel. Thus, we call ̟ Happel’s functor.
Assume moreover that pdCΛ < ∞. Then for a ≥ 0, the functor (− ⊗
L
Λ C
a) is restricted to the
endofunctor (−⊗LΛ C
a)|K of K
b(proj Λ). Observe that there exists the following increasing sequence
of thick subcategories of Kb(proj Λ).
(4-13) Ker(−⊗LΛ C)|K ⊂ Ker(−⊗
L
Λ C
2)|K ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ker(−⊗
L
Λ C
a)|K ⊂ · · · .
It was shown that the union of this sequence is the kernel of ̟.
Proposition 4.8 ([18, Corollary 4.18]). Under the above situation, we have
Ker̟ =
⋃
a≥0
Ker(−⊗LΛ C
a)|K.
We end this section by pointing out a relationship between the functor − ⊗LΛ C and the degree
shift functor (1) on SingZA. We denote by ̟|K the restriction to the homotopy category K
b(proj Λ).
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Lemma 4.9. Under the above situation, we have the following natural isomorphism between the
functors from Kb(proj Λ) to SingZA.
̟|K ◦ (−⊗
L
Λ C[1])|K
∼= (1) ◦̟|K.
We note that since Λ is the degree 0-subalgebra of A, we may regard a graded A-A-bimodule
AXA as a graded Λ -A-bimodule ΛXA.
Proof. Let M ∈ Kb(proj Λ). Applying M ⊗LΛ − to the standard exact sequence
0→ C → A(1)→ Λ(1)→ 0,
we obtain a morphism f : M(1) → M ⊗LΛ C[1] in D
b(modZA) which is natural in M . It is easy to
see that the cone cn(f) = M ⊗LΛ A[1] belongs to K
b(projZA). Therefore f becomes an isomorphism
after passing to SingZA.
4.2 Statements of Theorems
In Section 4.2, we give statements of main theorem of this section.
Assume that Λ is Noetherian and C has finite projective dimension on both sides. Then the
C-dual functors (−)⋆ = RHom(−, C) can be restricted to the perfect derived categories
(−)⋆ := RHomΛ(−, C) : K
b(proj Λ)⇄ Kb(proj Λop)op : RHomΛop(−, C) =: (−)
⋆.
We also use the Λ-dual functors. Since it is necessary to distinguish the right Λ-duality and the left Λ-
duality, we denote by (−)⊲ := RHomΛ(−,Λ) the right Λ-dual functor and by (−)
⊳ := RHomΛop(−,Λ)
the left Λ-dual functor.
(−)⊲ := RHomΛ(−,Λ) : D(modΛ)⇄ D(modΛ
op)op : RHomΛop(−,Λ) =: (−)
⊳.
We remark that these functors induce contravariant equivalences between the homotopy categories
Kb(proj Λ) and Kb(proj Λop).
(−)⊲ : Kb(proj Λ)
∼
⇄ Kb(proj Λop)op : (−)⊳.
The aim of this section is to prove the following two theorems. The first one gives categorical
characterizations of asid bimodules.
Theorem 4.10. Let Λ be an IG-algebra and C a Λ-Λ-bimodules which is finitely generated on both
sides and has finite projective dimension on both sides. The following conditions are equivalent
(1) C is an asid bimodule.
(2) Kb(proj Λ) has an admissible subcategory T such that
(2-a) the functor T = − ⊗LΛ C acts on T as an equivalence, i.e., T (T) ⊂ T and the restriction
functor T |T is an autoequivalence.
(2-b) the functor T = − ⊗LΛ C nilpotently acts on T
⊥, i.e., T (T⊥) ⊂ T⊥ and there exists a
natural number a ∈ N such that T a(T⊥) = 0.
(3) Kb(proj Λ) has a thick subcategory T such that
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(3-a) the C-dual functors induce equivalences
(−)⋆ : T
∼
⇄ T⊲ : (−)⋆
where T⊲ denotes the image of T by the functor (−)⊲.
(3-b) there exists a natural number a ≥ 0 such that Ca, (Ca)⊳ ∈ T.
Remark 4.11. We remark that what we actually show in the proof provided in the next section is
that if Λ is Noetherian and a bimodule C over it has finite projective dimension from both sides,
then the right and the left asid conditions are equivalent to the conditions (2) or (3) of the above
theorem.
The second main result of this section shows that the left and right asid numbers coincide with
each other and that the triangulated subcategories T and T⊥ appeared in the above theorem are
uniquely determined by an asid bimodule C.
Theorem 4.12. Let Λ be an IG-algebra and C an asid bimodule. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) We have αr = αℓ. We put α := αr = αℓ.
(2) The subcategory T of (2) or (3) of Theorem 4.10 is uniquely determined as T = thickCα.
(3) We have T⊥ = Ker̟ = Ker(−⊗LΛ C
α)|K.
We introduce a terminology.
Definition 4.13. Let Λ be an IG-algebra, C an asid bimodule and α := αr = αℓ. We call the
subcategory thickCα the asid subcategory of C.
4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.12
In the rest of Section 4, we keep the notation and the assumption of Theorem 4.10.
4.3.1 Interpretations of the asid conditions
First, we give interpretations of the asid conditions. We only discuss the right asid condition, since
the left version follows from the dual argument.
For the purpose, we collect natural isomorphisms which relate to the morphism λr : Λ →
RHomΛ(C,C).
We will show up natural isomorphisms which are also used in the proofs of Theorem 4.10 and
Theorem 4.12 so that the readers can easily consult their definitions.
• The natural isomorphism T : We denote by TM,N : RHomΛ(M,N)→ RHomΛ(M ⊗LΛ C,N ⊗
L
Λ C)
the morphism induced by the functor T = −⊗LΛ C.
• The natural isomorphism E : Let D be a Λ-Λ-bimodule and M ∈ ModΛ. We define a morphism
E˜D,M : HomΛ(D,M)⊗ΛD → M by the formula E˜D,M(f⊗d) = f(d) for f ∈ HomΛ(D,M) and d ∈ D.
We note that E˜D,M is natural in D and M and that it is the counit morphism of the adjoint pair
−⊗Λ D : ModΛ⇄ ModΛ : HomΛ(D,−).
LetD be a complex of Λ-Λ-bimodules andM ∈ D(ModΛ). We denote by ED,M : RHomΛ(D,M)⊗LΛ
D → M the morphism which is derived from the morphism E˜ . We note that ED,M is the counit
morphism of the adjoint pair −⊗LΛ D : D(ModΛ)⇄ D(ModΛ) : RHomΛ(D,−).
• The natural isomorphisms ǫr, ǫℓ: We set ǫr := EC,Λ and ǫℓ to be the left version of ǫr.
ǫr : C
⊲ ⊗LΛ C = RHomΛ(C,Λ)⊗
L
Λ C → Λ, ǫℓ : C ⊗
L
Λ C
⊳ = C ⊗LΛ RHomΛop(C,Λ)→ Λ.
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Proposition 4.14. For a natural number a ∈ N, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) The morphism RHomΛ(C
a, λr) is an isomorphism.
(2) The morphism TCa,Λ : RHomΛ(Ca,Λ)→ RHomΛ(Ca+1, C) is an isomorphism.
(3) The morphism TM⊗LCa,N : HomΛ(M⊗
L
ΛC
a, N)→ HomΛ(M⊗
L
ΛC
a+1, N⊗LΛC) is an isomorphism
for M,N ∈ Kb(proj Λ) where TM⊗LCa,N is the morphism of Hom-spaces associated to the functor
T = −⊗LΛ C.
(4) Ca ⊗L ǫℓ is an isomorphism.
Before starting the proof, we need to introduce a natural isomorphism F .
• The natural isomorphism F : For Λ-modules M,N and Λ-Λ-bimodules D,E, we define a mor-
phism F˜M,N,D,E to be
F˜M,N,D,E : N ⊗Λ HomΛ(D,E)⊗Λ HomΛ(M,Λ)→ HomΛ(M ⊗Λ D,N ⊗Λ E),
F˜M,N,D,E(n⊗ f ⊗ φ)(m⊗ d) := n⊗ f(φ(m)d)
for n ∈ N, f ∈ HomΛ(D,E), φ ∈ HomΛ(M,Λ), m ∈M, d ∈ D. For M,N ∈ D(ModΛ) and complexes
D,E of Λ-Λ-bimodules, we define FM,N,D,E to be the morphism derived from F˜ .
FM,N,D,E : N ⊗
L
Λ RHomΛ(D,E)⊗
L
Λ M
⊲ → RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ D,N ⊗
L
Λ E).
We note that if M,N belong to Kb(proj Λ), then FM,N,D,E is an isomorphism.
In the proof and thereafter, we (tacitly) use the following natural isomorphisms.
• The natural isomorphism G : By GM : M → M⊲⊳ we denote the unit map of the adjoint pair
(−)⊲ ⊣ (−)⊳. We note that it is an isomorphism for M ∈ Kb(proj Λ).
Proof of Proposition 4.14. Let adjCa,C : RHomΛ(C
a,RHomΛ(C,C))
∼=
−→ RHomΛ(C
a+1, C) be the iso-
morphism induced from the adjoint pair −⊗LΛ C ⊣ RHomΛ(C,−). Then, we can check the equation
TCa,Λ = adjCa,C ◦ RHomΛ(C
a, λr), which implies the equivalence (1) ⇔ (2).
RHomΛ(C
a,Λ)
RHom(Ca,λr) //
TCa,Λ ++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
RHomΛ(C
a,RHomΛ(C,C))
adjCa,C∼=

RHomΛ(C
a+1, C)
We prove the implication (3) ⇒ (2). First observe that the condition (3) is satisfied if and
only if (3’) the morphism TM⊗LCa,N : RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ C
a, N) → RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ C
a+1, N ⊗LΛ C) is an
isomorphism for M,N ∈ Kb(proj Λ). If we substitute both M and N with Λ in the condition (3’),
then we see that (3’) implies (2).
We prove the implication (2) ⇒ (3). We can check that the following diagram is commutative.
N ⊗LΛ RHomΛ(C
a,Λ)⊗LΛ M
⊲
FM,N,Ca,Λ ∼=

N⊗LTCa,Λ⊗
LM⊲
// N ⊗LΛ RHomΛ(C
a+1, C)⊗LΛ M
⊲
F
M,N,Ca+1,C
∼=

RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ C
a, N)
T
M⊗LCa,N
// RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ C
a+1, N ⊗LΛ C).
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Since we are assuming that M,N belongs to Kb(proj Λ), the vertical arrows are isomorphism. This
shows that the condition (2) implies the condition (3’) and hence the condition (3).
To prove the equivalence (1) ⇔ (4), we need to introduce one more natural morphism, which is
denoted by H . First for Λ-Λ-bimodules D,E, we define a morphism H˜D,E to be
H˜D,E : D ⊗Λ E ⊗Λ HomΛop(E,Λ)→ HomΛop(HomΛ(D,HomΛ(E,E)),Λ),
H˜D,E(d⊗ e⊗ f)(φ) := f(φ(d)(e))
for d ∈ D, e ∈ E, f ∈ HomΛop(E,Λ), φ ∈ HomΛ(D,HomΛ(E,E)). For complexes D,E of Λ-Λ-
bimodules, we define a morphism HD,E to be the morphism derived from H˜ .
HD,E : D ⊗
L
Λ E ⊗
L
Λ E
⊳ → RHomΛ(D,RHomΛ(E,E))
⊳.
We can check that the following diagram is commutative and that the left vertical arrow HCa,C is
an isomorphism
Ca ⊗LΛ C ⊗
L
Λ C
⊳
Ca⊗Lǫℓ //
∼=HCa,C

Ca ⊗LΛ Λ
∼= GCa

RHomΛ(C
a,RHomΛ(C,C))
⊳
RHom(Ca,λr)⊳
// RHomΛ(C
a,Λ)⊳
where the right vertical arrow is a canonical isomorphism. Now it is clear that (1) ⇔ (4).
Remark 4.15. The equivalence (1)⇔ (2)⇔ (3) of Proposition 4.14 is true without the assumption
that C ∈ Kb(proj Λ) and C ∈ Kb(proj Λop).
4.3.2 The thick hull thickCa
We remind the following fact which will be frequently used in the sequel. Let M,N be objects of
Kb(proj Λ) and D a complex of Λ-Λ-bimodules. Then thickN ⊂ thickM if and only if N ∈ thickM .
Moreover if N ∈ thickM , then N ⊗LΛ D ∈ thickM ⊗
L
Λ D.
By the assumption CΛ belongs to thickΛ = K
b(proj Λ). Thus taking M = Λ, N = C,D = Ca in
the above consideration, we see that thickCa+1 ⊂ thickCa and obtain the following descending chain
of thick subcategories
(4-14) Kb(proj Λ) ⊃ thickC ⊃ thickC2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ thickCa ⊃ · · · .
We show that if the left and right asid conditions are satisfied, then this chain terminates. But
actually, we prove more properties of these and related thick subcategories in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.16. We assume that C satisfies the left and right asid conditions. Let αr and αℓ be right
and left asid number. Then we have the following equalities in Kb(proj Λ).
(1) thickCa = thickCa+1 for a ≥ αℓ.
(2) thickCa = thick(Ca)⊳ for a ≥ max{αr, αℓ}.
(3) thick(Ca)⊳ = thick(Ca+1)⊳ for a ≥ αr.
(4) Ker(−⊗LΛ C
a)|K = Ker(−⊗
L
Λ C
a+1)|K for a ≥ αr.
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To prove this, we need to verify a compatibility between the iterated derived tensor products Ca
and the Λ-duality. For this, we introduce the following natural morphism.
• The natural isomorphism I : Let D be a complex of Λ-Λ-bimodules and M ∈ D(ModΛ). For
simplicity, we set ID,M := FM,Λ,D,Λ and regard this as a morphism ID,M : D⊲⊗LΛM
⊲ → (M⊗LΛD)
⊲
via canonical isomorphisms as below
ID,M : D
⊲ ⊗LΛ M
⊲ ∼= Λ⊗LΛ RHomΛ(D,Λ)⊗
L
Λ M
⊲
FM,Λ,D,Λ
−−−−−→ RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ D,Λ⊗
L
Λ Λ)
∼= (M ⊗LΛ D)
⊲
We leave the proof of the following lemma to the readers.
Lemma 4.17. Let D1, D2 be Λ-Λ-bimodule complexes which are perfect as left and right Λ-complexes.
Then, We have the following commutative diagram
D⊲2 ⊗
L
Λ D
⊲
1 ⊗
L
Λ D1 ⊗
L
Λ D2
(D2)⊲⊗LE (1)⊗LD2//
ID2,D1⊗
LD1⊗LD2

D⊲2 ⊗
L
Λ Λ⊗
L
Λ D2
∼= // D⊲2 ⊗
L
Λ D2
E (2)

(D1 ⊗
L
Λ D2)
⊲ ⊗LΛ D1 ⊗
L
Λ D2
E (12)
// Λ
where E (i) = EDi,Λ for i = 1, 2 and E
(12) = ED1⊗LD2,Λ.
The thick hull of an object L of Kb(proj Λop) is denoted by thickΛop L.
Proof of Lemma 4.16. (1) By the left version of Proposition 4.14, we have an isomorphism Ca ∼=
C⊲ ⊗LΛ C
a+1 for a ≥ αℓ.
For an object M ∈ D(ModΛ), we denote by LocM the localizing subcategory generated by M ,
i.e., the smallest triangulated subcategory of D(ModΛ) containing M which is closed under taking
arbitrarily coproducts. Since D(ModΛ) = LocΛ, we see that Ca ∼= C⊲⊗LΛ C
a+1 belongs to LocCa+1.
Therefore Ca belongs to Kb(proj Λ) ∩ LocCa+1.
For a triangulated category D, we denote by Dcpt the full subcategory of compact objects. It is
well-known that D(ModΛ)cpt = Kb(proj Λ). Therefore by [22, Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2], we have
Kb(proj Λ) ∩ LocCa+1 = (LocCa+1)cpt = thickCa+1.
Thus, we conclude Ca ∈ thickCa+1 as desired.
(2) Let a ≥ αℓ. Since C
a ∼= C⊲ ⊗LΛ C
a+1 ∼= (C⊲)b ⊗LΛ C
a+b ∼= (Cb)⊲ ⊗LΛ C
a+b for b ≥ 1, we have
ΛC
a ∈ thickΛop(C
b)⊲ ⊂ Db(modΛop). Thus (Ca)⊳ ∈ thickCb for b ≥ 1.
In the same way, for a ≥ αr we deduce C
a ∈ thick(Cb)⊳ for b ≥ 1. Hence we have thickCa =
thick(Ca)⊳.
(3) and (4) follows from the left version of (1).
By Lemma 4.16.(4), if C satisfies the right and the left asid conditions, then the increasing se-
quence (4-13) terminates at a = max{αr, αℓ}. From Corollary 4.8, we deduce the following description
of Ker̟.
Corollary 4.18. Assume that C satisfies the right and the left asid conditions. Then we have
Ker̟ = Ker(−⊗LΛ C
a)|K
for a ≥ max{αr, αℓ}.
By Lemma 4.16.(1), if C satisfies the right and the left asid conditions, then the decreasing
sequence (4-14) terminates at a = αℓ. In the next lemma which is a key for the main theorems we
study the subcategory thickCmax{αr ,αℓ}.
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Lemma 4.19. Assume that C satisfies the right and the left asid conditions. We set α = max{αr, αℓ},
T := thickCα. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) The functor T := −⊗LΛ C acts T as an equivalence.
(2) We have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
Kb(proj Λ) = T ⊥ Ker̟.
In the proof and thereafter, we (tacitly) use the following natural isomorphisms.
• The natural isomorphism J : LetM,N be complex of Λ-modules. For simplicity, we set JM,N :=
FM,N,Λ,Λ and regard this as a morphism JM,N : N ⊗LΛ M
⊲ → RHomΛ(M,N). We note that JM,N
is an isomorphism if one of M,N belongs to Kb(proj Λ).
Proof. (1) It is clear that T (T) ⊂ T by Lemma 4.16. (1).
Applying Proposition 4.14.3, we see that the morphism TCα,Cα[n] is an isomorphism for n ∈ Z.
TCα,Cα[n] : HomΛ(C
α, Cα[n])→ HomΛ(C
α+1, Cα+1[n])
Since T = thickCα, we conclude that T |T is fully faithful by standard argument.
Since Cα+1 ∈ Im T |T and T |T is fully faithful, we see that thickC
α+1 ⊂ Im T |T by standard
argument. Thus by Lemma 4.16, we conclude that T |T is essentially surjective.
(2) First we claim that HomΛ(X, Y ) = 0 for X ∈ T, Y ∈ Ker̟. Indeed, since T = thick(C
α)⊳, it
is enough to check the case X = (Cα)⊳. It follows from Ker̟ = Ker(−⊗LΛ C
α) that
RHomΛ((C
α)⊳, Y ) ∼= Y ⊗LΛ (C
α)⊳⊲ ∼= Y ⊗LΛ C
α = 0.
Now it is enough to prove that every M ∈ Kb(proj Λ) fits into an exact triangle X →M → Y →
with X ∈ T, Y ∈ Ker̟. Since RHomΛ(C
α,M) ⊗LΛ C
α belongs to T = thickCα it is enough to
show that the cone of the derived evaluation map ECα,M : RHomΛ(Cα,M) ⊗LΛ C
α → M belongs to
Ker(− ⊗LΛ C
α). In other words, if we set E ′M := ECα,M , we only have to show that E
′
M ⊗
L
Λ C
α is an
isomorphism.
First observe that we have the following commutative diagram where the bottom arrow is the
canonical isomorphism.
M ⊗LΛ (C
α)⊲ ⊗LΛ C
α
M⊗LE ′Λ

J⊗LCα
// RHomΛ(C
α,M)⊗LΛ C
α
E ′
M

M ⊗LΛ Λ
∼= //M
Therefore the problem is reduced to the case where M = Λ.
Let I ′ : (C⊲)α → (Cα)⊲ be the isomorphism which is obtained from the morphism I . For
simplicity we set ǫ
(a)
r := (C⊲)a⊗L ǫr⊗
LCa. We identify (C⊲)a−1⊗LΛΛ⊗
L
ΛC
a−1 with (C⊲)a−1⊗LΛC
a−1
via the canonical isomorphism and regard ǫ
(a)
r as the morphism from (C⊲)a⊗LΛC
a to (C⊲)a−1⊗LΛC
a−1.
Then by Lemma 4.17, we have E ′Λ ◦ (I
′ ⊗L Cα) = ǫr ◦ ǫ
(1)
r ◦ · · · ◦ ǫ
(α−1)
r .
(C⊲)α ⊗LΛ C
α ǫ
(α−1)
r−−−→ (C⊲)α−1 ⊗LΛ C
α−1 ǫ
(α−2)
r−−−→ · · · → C⊲ ⊗LΛ C
ǫr−→ Λ
Since ǫr ⊗
L Cα is an isomorphism by the left version of Proposition 4.14, we conclude that E ′Λ⊗
L Cα
is an isomorphism as desired.
In the proof of Proposition 4.19, we obtained the following result.
Corollary 4.20. The functor τ : Kb(proj Λ)→ T, τ(M) := RHomΛ(C
α,M)⊗LΛC
α is a right adjoint
functor of the inclusion functor in : T→ Kb(proj Λ).
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4.3.3 Lemmas
The following abstract lemma clarify the situation.
Lemma 4.21. Let D be a triangulated subcategory, E ⊂ D an admissible subcategory and G : D⇄ D :
F an adjoint pair of exact endofunctors. Assume that F acts on E as an equivalence and nilpotently
acts on E⊥. Then for a natural number a ≥ 0, the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) F a(D) ⊂ E.
(2) F a(E⊥) = 0.
(3) The morphism FF a(d),d′ : HomD(F
a(d), d′)→ HomD(F
a+1(d), F (d′)) is an isomorphism for d, d′ ∈
D.
(4) Ga(D) ⊂ E.
(5) Ga(⊥E) = 0.
(6) The morphism Gd,Ga(d′) : HomD(d,G
a(d′))→ HomD(G(d), G
a+1(d′)) is an isomorphism for d, d′ ∈
D.
Proof. (2) ⇒ (1). Let d be an object of D and e′ → d→ k → an exact triangle such that e′ ∈ E, k ∈
E⊥. Since F a(k) = 0, we have F a(d) ∼= F a(e′).
(3) ⇒ (2). Let k ∈ E⊥. Then the morphism
F bF a(k),F a(k) : HomD(F
a(k), F a(k))→ HomD(F
a+b(k), F a+b(k))
is an isomorphism for b ≥ 0. Since F a+b(k) = 0 for b≫ 0, we conclude F a(k) = 0.
For the implication (1)⇒(3), it is enough to show that the map Fe,d : HomD(e, d)→ HomD(F (e), F (d))
is an isomorphism for e ∈ E, d ∈ D.
Let e′
ϕ
−→ d → k → be the exact triangle such that e′ ∈ E, k ∈ E⊥. Since HomD(e, k[n]) = 0 for
n = 0,−1, the induced map ϕ∗ : HomD(e, e
′)→ HomD(e, d) is an isomorphism. By the assumptions,
we have F (E) ⊂ E and F (E⊥) ⊂ E⊥. Thus, HomD(F (e), F (k)[n]) = 0 for n = 0,−1. Hence, the
induced map F (ϕ)∗ : HomD(F (e), F (e
′))→ HomD(F (e), F (d)) is an isomorphism. Since Fe,d ◦ ϕ∗ =
F (ϕ)∗ ◦ Fe,e′ and Fe,e′ is an isomorphism, we conclude that Fe,d is an isomorphism.
We prove (1) ⇒ (5). Let ℓ ∈ ⊥E, d ∈ D. We have HomD(G
a(ℓ), d) = HomD(ℓ, F
a(d)) = 0.
Therefore Ga(ℓ) = 0.
We have proved the equivalence (1) ⇔ (2) ⇔ (3) and the implication (1) ⇒ (5).
Next we claim that
Claim 4.22. (a) G acts E as an equivalence.
(b) G nilpotently acts on ⊥E.
Proof of Claim. (a) For e ∈ E, we have HomD(G(e), k) = HomD(e, F (k)) = 0 for any k ∈ E
⊥. Hence
G(e) belongs to ⊥(E⊥) = E. This shows that G(E) ⊂ E. Now G|E can be regarded as an endofunctor
of E. Then it is a left adjoint of the equivalence F |E. Hence G|E = (F |E)
−1 and in particular G|E is
an equivalence.
(b) We claim that G(⊥E) ⊂ ⊥E. Indeed, for ℓ ∈ ⊥E, t ∈ E, we have the equality HomD(G(ℓ), e) =
HomD(ℓ, F (e)) = 0. Thus G(ℓ) ∈
⊥E.
By the assumption F nilpotently acts on E⊥. Therefore by the implication (2) ⇒ (5), we check
that Gb(⊥E) = 0 for b≫ 0.
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Since G acts E as an equivalence and nilpotently acts on ⊥E, we can apply dual argument to G
to prove the equivalences (4) ⇔ (5) ⇔ (6) and the implication (4) ⇒ (2).
To apply above lemma to the proofs of Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.12, we need to show that
the functor −⊗LΛ C has a left adjoint functor.
Lemma 4.23. We have the following adjoint pair
−⊗LΛ C
⊳ : Kb(proj Λ)⇄ Kb(proj Λ) : −⊗LΛ C.
Proof. By the assumption that the complex C is perfect as left modules and right modules, we see
that the adjoint pair − ⊗L C⊳ ⊣ RHomΛ(C
⊳,−) of endofunctors on D(ModΛ) can be restricted
Kb(proj Λ).
−⊗LΛ C
⊳ : Kb(proj Λ)⇄ Kb(proj Λ) : RHomΛ(C
⊳,−).
On the other hands by the assumption, we have isomorphism of functors below induced by the
natural morphisms J and the left version Gℓ of G
−⊗L C
∼=Gℓ−−−→ −⊗L C⊳⊲
∼=J
−−−→ RHomΛ(C
⊳,−).
Combining these observations, we obtain the desired adjoint pair.
4.3.4 Proof of Theorem 4.10
We proceed a proof of Theorem 4.10.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. We prove the implication (1) ⇒ (2). We set T = thickCmax{αr ,αℓ}. By
Lemma 4.19, the functor T acts on T as an equivalence and the subcategory T is right admissible.
It follows from Lemma 4.19 and Corollary 4.18 that the functor T nilpotently acts on T⊥.
By the left version of Lemma 4.19, the subcategory thickΛop C
α is a right admissible subcategory
of Kb(proj Λop). Since the Λ-dual functor (−)⊳ : Kb(proj Λop)
∼
−→ Kb(proj Λ) gives a contravariant
equivalence, the subcategory T = thick(Cα)⊳ = (thickΛop C
α)⊳ is left admissible. This finishes the
proof (1) ⇒ (2).
We prove the implication (2) ⇒ (3). First note that by the assumption, Proposition 4.14 and
Lemma 4.23, we can apply Lemma 4.21 and Claim 4.22 to the adjoint pair −⊗LΛ C
⊳ ⊣ − ⊗LΛ C.
By Claim 4.22, the functor − ⊗LΛ C
⊳ equivalently act on T. Therefore the functor C ⊗LΛ −
equivalently acts on the full subcategory T⊲ of Kb(proj Λop).
Recall that we have an isomorphism JC,M : C⊗LΛM
⊲ ∼= M⋆ which is natural inM ∈ Kb(proj Λ).
We also have an isomorphism N⊳ ⊗LΛ C
∼= N⋆ as the left version of the above isomorphism which is
natural in N ∈ Kb(proj Λop). Therefore, we see that the C-dual functors (−)⋆ induce an equivalence
(−)⋆ : T
∼
⇄ T⊲ : (−)⋆.
By (1) of Lemma 4.21, we conclude that Ca ∈ T. By (4) of Lemma 4.21 we conclude that
(Ca)⊳ ∼= (C⊳)a ∈ T. This finishes the proof of the implication (2) ⇒ (3).
Finally, we prove the implication (3) ⇒ (1). Let KN : N → N⋆⋆ be the evaluation morphism
for N ∈ D(ModΛop). We remark that the assumption (3-a) implies that if N ∈ T, then KN is an
isomorphism. For M ∈ D(ModΛ), we denote by LM : M ⊗LΛ C → M
⊲⋆ the composite morphism
LM : M ⊗
L
Λ C
G⊗LC
−−−→M⊲⊳ ⊗LΛ C
Jℓ
−→ RHomΛop(M
⊲, C) = M⊲⋆.
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Then we can check that the following diagram is commutative for M ∈ D(ModΛ)
M⊲
KM⊲ //M⊲⋆⋆
(LM )⋆

RHomΛ(M,Λ) TM,Λ
// RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ C,C).
Since the object Cα belongs to T by the assumption (3 -b), the morphism K(Ca)⊲ is an isomorphism.
Since Ca belongs to Kb(proj Λ), the morphism LCa is an isomorphism and hence so is TCa,Λ. By
Proposition 4.14 we check the right asid condition. Since the condition (3) is right-left symmetric,
in the same way, we can check the left asid condition. This finishes the proof of (3) ⇒ (1).
4.3.5 Proof of Theorem 4.12
We proceed a proof of Theorem 4.12.
Proof of Theorem 4.12. (1) For a triangulated category D and its exact endofunctor F , we set
a(F,D) := min{a ≥ 0 | FF a(d),d′ is an isomorphism for all d, d
′ ∈ D.}
where we are assuming that the set of which we take the minimal value is not empty.
By Proposition 4.19, we can apply Lemma 4.21 to the case where D = Kb(proj Λ), E = thickCα,
F = T = −⊗LΛ C and G = −⊗
L
Λ C
⊳. Set Tℓ := C ⊗
L
Λ −. Then we have the following equalities
αr
(a)
= a(T ,Kb(proj Λ))
(b)
= min{a ≥ 0 | Gd,Ga(d′) is an isomorphism for all d, d
′ ∈ D.}
(c)
= a(Tℓ,K
b(proj Λop))
(d)
= αℓ
where the equality (a) follows from Proposition 4.14, the equality (b) follows from Lemma 4.21, the
equality (d) follows from the left version of Proposition 4.14 and the equality (c) follows from the
observation that the endofunctor G of Kb(proj Λ) corresponds to the endofunctor Tℓ = C ⊗
L
Λ − of
Kb(proj Λop) via the contravariant equivalence (−)⊲.
(2) Assume that an admissible subcategory T ⊂ Kb(proj Λ) satisfies the conditions (2-a) and (2-b)
of Theorem 4.10. Then, by Lemma 4.21, Cα = T α(Λ) belongs to T. Hence thickCα ⊂ T. On the
other hand, since T ⊂ Kb(proj Λ), we have T α(T) ⊂ thickCα. Moreover, the conditions (2-a) implies
T = T α(T) and hence T = T α(T) ⊂ thickCα. Thus, T = thickCα.
Assume that a thick subcategory T ⊂ Kb(proj Λ) satisfies the conditions (3-a) and (3-b) of
Theorem 4.10. By (3-b), thickCα ⊂ T. Therefore, we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition T =
(thickCα) ⊥ (T ∩ Ker̟) induced from that of Kb(proj Λ) in Lemma 4.19. Since M ⊗LΛ C
∼= M⊲⋆
for M ∈ Kb(proj Λ), the functor −⊗L C acts T as an equivalence. It follows that T ∩Ker̟ = 0 by
Lemma 4.18. Thus we conclude that T = thickCα.
(3) follows from Corollary 4.18 and Lemma 4.19.
We can verify the following assertion whose proof is left to the readers.
Proposition 4.24. Let Λ and C as in Theorem 4.10. Then we have
αr = min{a ≥ 0 | (Ker̟)⊗
L
Λ C
a}.
5 On an asid subcategory
In Section 5, we discuss an asid subcategory T = thickCα for an asid bimodule C over an IG-algebra
Λ. The main result given in Theorem 5.6 proves that T is equivalent to the stable category CMZlpA
of locally perfect graded CM-modules over A = Λ⊕ C.
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5.1 A-duality and C-duality
The aim of Section 5.1 is to prove Theorem 5.4 which gives conditions that M ∈ Kb(proj Λ) belongs
to T in terms of A-duality (−)∗ = RHOMA(−, A).
We need a preparation. Let Λ be a Netherian algebra and C a bimodule over Λ finitely generated
on both sides. Then the trivial extension algebra A = Λ ⊕ C is Noetherian. Let M be an object of
Db(modΛ). and γM the morphism induced from the canonical morphism C → A(1).
γM : M
⋆ = RHomΛ(M,C)→ RHOMA(M,A)(1) = M
∗(1).
We give a description of (M∗)i by using γM and T .
Lemma 5.1. Let M be an object in Db(modΛ). Then, there exist isomorphisms below in D(modΛop)
RHOMA(M,A)i ∼=


0 (i > 1)
RHomΛ(M,C) (i = 1)
cn
(
TM⊗LΛC−i[−i],Λ
)
[−1] (i < 1).
Moreover, the isomorphism of the case i = 1 is the degree 0-part of γM .
Before giving a proof, we collect two immediate consequences of Lemma 5.1.
Corollary 5.2. The following conditions are equivalent for M ∈ Db(modΛ).
(1) The morphism
TM⊗LΛCi,Λ : RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ C
i,Λ)→ RHomΛ(M ⊗
L
Λ C
i+1, C)
is an isomorphism in D(modΛop) for any i ≥ 0.
(2) The morphism γM is an isomorphism in D(mod
ZAop).
(3) The object (M∗)≤0 is isomorphic to 0 in D(mod
ZAop).
Corollary 5.3. We assume that Λ is IG and C has finite injective dimension on both sides. Then
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) C is a right asid bimodule.
(2) The morphism γCa is an isomorphism in D
b(modZA) for some integer a ≥ 0.
Moreover we have αr = min{a ≥ 0 | γCa is an isomorphism}.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let P ∈ C−(projZA) be a projective resolution of M . We may assume that
P<0 = 0 and hence piP = 0 for i < 0. Thus, for i > 1,
RHOMA(M,A)i = HomModZA(P,A(i)) = 0.
Since p0P = P0 is a projective resolution of M in C(proj Λ) by Lemma [18, Lemma 4.13], we have
isomorphisms
RHOMA(M,A)1 ∼= HomModZA(P,A(1))
∼= HomΛ(p0P,C) ∼= RHomΛ(M,C)
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We consider the remaining case i < 1. Substituting P ′ = A(i) in the exact sequence (4-5) of [18]
we obtain the following exact triangle in D(modΛop)
RHomΛ(p−i+1P,C)→ RHomModZ A(P,A(i))→ RHomΛ(p−iP,Λ)
Fi−→ RHomΛ(p−i+1P,C[1]).
We can check that Fi to be the composite morphism
RHomΛ(p−iP,Λ)
Tp−iP,Λ
−−−−−−−−→ RHomΛ(p−iP ⊗Λ C,C)
Σ
−−−−→ RHomΛ(p−iP ⊗Λ C[1], C[1])
Hom(q−i+1,C[1])
−−−−−−−−−→ RHomΛ(p−i+1P,C[1])
where Σ is the map induced from the shift functor [1].
By Lemma 2.3, q−i+1 is isomorphism in D
b(modΛ) for i < 1. Since the morphism Σ is also
isomorphism, we see that RHomModZA(M,A(i)) is a co-cone of Tp−iP,Λ. On the other hand, since
p−iP ∼= M ⊗
L
Λ C
−i[−i] for i ≤ 0 by Corollary 2.4.(1), we finish the proof.
We give the main result of Section 5.1.
Theorem 5.4. Assume that Λ and A = Λ⊕C is IG. We set α := αr = αℓ and T := thickC
α. Then
for an object M ∈ Kb(proj Λ) the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) M ∈ T.
(2) γM is an isomorphism.
(3) (M∗)≤0 = 0 in D
b(modZAop).
Proof. The equivalence (2) ⇔ (3) follows from Lemma 5.1.
We prove the implication (1)⇒ (2). By Corollary 5.3, γCα is an isomorphism. Since T = thickC
α,
we conclude that γM is an isomorphism for M ∈ T.
We prove the implication (3)⇒ (1). By the assumptionM∗ ∼= M⋆(−1) belongs to Kb(proj Λop)(−1).
We remark that this implies that M∗ is locally perfect by Proposition 3.4.
Let Q ∈ C(projZAop) be a projective resolution of M∗. We may assume that Q≤0 = 0 and
piQ ∈ C
b(proj Λop) for i ≥ 0. Set P := HOM•A(Q,A). Then since piP = HomΛ(p−iQ,Λ), we see
that piP ∈ K
b(proj Λ) for i < 0 and t≥0P = 0. The latter property implies that P0 = p−1P ⊗Λ C.
Since P is isomorphic to M∗∗ = M in D(modZA), P0 ∼= M in D
b(modΛ) and the complex P<0 is
acyclic. By Corollary 2.4, we obtain an isomorphism p−1P ∼= p−iP⊗
L
ΛC
i−1[i−1] for i > 0. Therefore,
M ∼= p−αP ⊗
L
Λ C
α[α− 1].
5.2 The equivalence T ≃ CMZlpA
In this section 5.2, Λ is an IG-algebra and C is a Λ-Λ-bimodule such that the trivial extension algebra
A = Λ⊕C is IG. We set α := αr = αℓ and T := thickC
α. To state the main theorem of this section,
we point out the following observation.
Lemma 5.5. (1) The essential image of the functor p0 : K
ac
lp (proj
ZA)→ Kb(proj Λ) is contained in
T.
(2) Let in : Db(modΛ) →֒ Db(modZA) be the canonical inclusion. Then the essential image of T by
in is contained in the Orlov subcategory O = Db(mod≥0A) ∩ Db(mod>0Aop)∗.
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Proof. (1) Let P be an object of Caclp (proj
ZA). Then, by Corollary 2.4, we have isomorphisms
p0P ∼= p−αP ⊗
L
Λ C
α[α]. Thus p0P ∈ thickC
α = T.
(2) Let M be an object of T. It is clear that M belongs to Db(mod≥0A). We set TΛop :=
thickΛop C
α. Then, T⋆ = TΛop by Theorem 4.10 and the left version of Lemma 4.16. In particular
M⋆ belongs to TΛop ⊂ D
b(modΛop). It follows from the isomorphism M∗ = M⋆(−1) obtained in
Theorem 5.4 that M∗ ∈ Db(mod>0Aop). This shows that M belongs to O.
Now we can state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5.6. (1) The following diagram is commutative up to natural isomorphism.
Kaclp (proj
ZA)
Z0 //
p0

CMZlpA
β

T
in|T
// O
π|O
// SingZlpA
(2) All the functors appeared in the above diagram are equivalences.
We use the upper bound ubQ which was used in the proof of Proposition 3.4. Let Q ∈ C(proj Λ)
be a complex which is homotopic to a bounded complex Q′ ∈ Cb(proj Λ). We define the lower bound
lbQ of Q by lbQ := − ub(Q⊲). A complex Q is said to be of minimal amplitude if Qn = 0 for
n < lbQ or n > ubQ. We remark that a complex Q ∈ C(proj Λ) which is homotopic to a bounded
complex Q′ ∈ Cb(proj Λ) is homotopic to a complex of minimal amplitude.
Lemma 5.7. Let P ∈ Cac(ProjZA). Assume that for i ∈ Z, the complex piP belongs to C(proj Λ)
and is homotopic to an object of Cb(proj Λ) for all i ∈ Z. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) ub(piP ) ≤ ub(p0P )− i for i ≥ 1.
(2) lb(p−iP ) ≥ lb(p0P ) + i for i ≥ 1.
(3) Assume moreover that piP is of minimal amplitude for i ∈ Z. Then P belongs to C
ac
lp (proj
ZA).
Proof. (1) follows from Corollary 2.4.(1).
(2) Since A is IG, the A-dual complex P ∗ is acyclic. Since pi(P
∗) ∼= (p−iP )
⊲, the complex
P ∗ ∈ Cac(ProjZAop) satisfies the assumption of (1). Thus by (1) for i ≥ 1, we have the inequality
ub pi(P
∗) ≤ ub p0(P
∗)− i, from which we deduce the inequality of (2).
(3) For a fixed integer n, we have (piP )
n = 0 for |i| ≫ 0 by (1) and (2). Since each term P n is
finitely generated, hence P belongs to Caclp (proj
ZA) by Lemma 2.1.
Let n be an integer. We denote by σ≤nP the brutal truncation of P ∈ C(ProjZA).
σ≤nP : · · · → P n−2 → P n−1 → P n → 0→ 0→ · · · .
Proof of Theorem 5.6. (1) Let P be an object of Kaclp (proj
ZA). By Lemma [18, Lemma 4.7] and
Lemma 5.7.(3), we may assume that P belongs to Caclp (proj
ZA) such that piP is of minimal amplitude
for i ∈ Z. We construct an isomorphism β ◦ Z0(P ) ∼= ̟ ◦ p0(P ). The canonical map σ
≤0P → Z0(P )
is an isomorphism in Db(modZA). Let n > max{ub(p0P ), 0} be an integer. Since the kernel Ker cs
of the canonical surjection cs : σ≤nP → σ≤0P is of the following form
Ker cs : · · · → 0→ 0→ P 1 → P 2 → · · · → P n−1 → P n → 0→ 0→ · · · ,
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it belongs to Cb(projZA). Therefore the morphism cs becomes an isomorphism in SingZlpA. Since
σ≤nP is bounded above, the complex t<0σ
≤nP belongs to Cb(projZA) by Lemma 5.7.(2). Therefore
the canonical map σ≤nP → t≥0σ
≤nP become an isomorphism in SingZlpA. By Lemma 5.7.(1) and
the definition of n, the canonical map t≥0P → t≥0σ
≤nP is an isomorphism in C(projZA). Since P
is acyclic, t≥0P is acyclic in degree greater than 0, i.e., H(t≥0P )>0 = 0. Thus the canonical map
t≥0P → (t≥0P )≤0 = p0P is an isomorphism in D
b(modZA). Combining all, we obtain the following
diagram which give an isomorphism β ◦ Z0(P ) ∼= ̟ ◦ p0(P ) in Sing
Z
lpA.
Z0(P )← σ≤0P ← σ≤nP → t≥0σ
≤nP ← t≥0P → p0P.
It can be easily checked that this isomorphism does not depend on the choice of n and is natural
in P . Therefore, this diagram gives the desired natural isomorphism β ◦ Z0 ∼= ̟ ◦ p0.
(2) We have already proved that β,Z0 are equivalence.
We prove that the functor p0 is an equivalence.
Since the functors β,Z0 gives equivalences, it follows from (1) that the functor p0 is faithful. Thus,
it is enough to prove that p0 : K
ac
lp (proj
ZA)→ T is essentially surjective and full.
We prove p0 is essentially surjective. Let M ∈ T. It is enough to give a way to construct
P ∈ Kaclp (proj
ZA) such that p0P = M . We denote by T
′ the autoequivalence − ⊗LΛ C[1] of T. For
i ∈ Z, we take Qi ∈ C
b(proj Λ) be a projective representative of (T ′)i(M) having minimal amplitude.
Then there exists a quasi-isomorphism q′i : Qi → Qi−1 ⊗Λ C[1] in C(modΛ). By the argument of
beginning of [18, Section 4.1.3] there is an object P ∈ C(ProjZA) such that piP = Qi in C(proj Λ)
and that the morphisms q′i equals to qi in the exact triangle (2-3). Thus the complex P is acyclic by
Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 5.7.(3), P belongs to Caclp (proj
ZA).
We proceed a proof that p0 is full. Let g : M → N be a morphism in T. We construct a
morphism f : PM → PN such that p0(f) = g where P
M and PN are objects of Caclp (proj
ZA) such
that p0P
M = M, p0P
N = N which are constructed as in the previous paragraph. Let QMi and Q
N
i
be the objects of Cb(proj Λ) which are constructed as in the previous paragraph for M and N .
For i ∈ Z, we take gi : Q
M
i → Q
N
i to be a representative of (T
′)i(g) : (T ′)i(M) → (T ′)i(N).
First note that since the complex QMi is a bounded above complex of projective Λ-modules, we
have an isomorphism HomK(modΛ)(Q
M
i , Q
N
i−1 ⊗Λ C[1])
∼= HomD(modΛ)(Q
M
i , Q
N
i−1 ⊗Λ C[1]). For i ∈ Z,
the morphisms (gi−1 ⊗ C[1]) ◦ q
M
i and q
N
i ◦ gi from Q
M
i to Q
N
i−1 ⊗Λ C[1] in C(modΛ) represent the
same morphism (T ′)i(g) : (T ′)i(M) → (T ′)i(N) in D(modΛ). Therefore these two morphisms are
homotopic. Thus by [18, Lemma 4.6], there exists a morphism f : PM → PN in C(projZA) such
that pi(f) = gi. In particular we have p0(f) = g. This completes the proof that p0 is an equivalence.
We prove that the functor in|T is equivalence.
Since in is fully faithful, so is in|T. It only remain to prove that in|T : TΛ → O is essentially
surjective. We remark that since Ai = 0 for i 6= 0, 1, we have D
b
lp(mod
≥1Aop)∗ ⊂ Dblp(mod
≤0Aop).
Therefore O is contained in the intersection Dblp(mod
≥0A) ∩ Dblp(mod
≤0A), which is identified with
Kb(proj Λ) via in. Let M be an object in O. We regard M as an object of Kb(proj Λ). Then since
M∗ ∈ Db(mod≥1Aop), we have (M∗)≤0 = 0. Therefore by Theorem 5.4, M belongs to T. This
completes the proof that in|T is an equivalence.
Finally, π|O is an equivalence, since the other functors in the diagram of (1) are equivalences.
As a corollary, we obtain a description of the image of the Happel’s embedding functor in the
case where Λ is IG, which is obtained by Chen-Zhang [7, Theorem 3.1].
Corollary 5.8. Let Λ is IG finite dimensional algebra and T (Λ) := Λ ⊕ D(Λ) the trivial extension
algebra. Then the Happel embedding functor ̟ : Db(modΛ)→ modZ T (Λ) induces an equivalence
̟ : Kb(proj Λ)
∼
−→ modZlp T (Λ).
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We give our proof of Orlov’s equivalence.
Proof of Theorem 3.13. From the discussion in Section 2.1.1, we see that the Orlov subcategory O
is invariant under quasi-Veronese algebra construction.
Dblp(mod
≥0A) ∩ Dblp(mod
>0Aop)∗
qv ∼
−−−→ Dblp(mod
≥0A[ℓ]) ∩ Dblp(mod
>0(A[ℓ])op)∗.
Therefore, we may assume that A = Λ ⊕ C. In that case π|O gives an equivalence by Theorem
5.6.
5.3 A recollement involving the canonical functor ̟|K
Combining results which we have obtained, we see that the canonical functor ̟|K : K
b(proj Λ) →
SingZlpA fits into a recollement as follows. We also obtain a description of Hom-space of the singularity
category SingZlpA.
Theorem 5.9. Let Λ be an IG-algebra and C a Λ-Λ-bimodule such that the trivial extension algebra
A = Λ⊕ C is IG. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) There exists the recollement of the following form
SingZlpA // K
b(proj Λ) //
̟|K
kk
ss
Ker̟
in
ll
rr
where in is a canonical embedding.
(2) For M,N ∈ Kb(proj Λ), we have
HomSingZA(̟M,̟N)
∼= HomDb(modΛ)(RHom(C
α,M),RHom(Cα, N)).
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 4.10, Lemma 4.19, Theorem 5.6 and the relationship between an
admissible subcategory and a recollement which is recalled in Section 2.4.
(2) is proved by the following string of isomorphisms
(LHS)
(a)
∼= HomKb(proj Λ)(τ(M), N)
(b)
∼= HomKb(proj Λ)(RHomΛ(C
α,M)⊗LΛ C
α, N)
(c)
∼= (RHS).
where the isomorphism (a) can be obtained from Lemma 2.14, the isomorphism (b) is a consequence
of Corollary 4.20 and the isomorphism (c) follows from the −⊗L Cα -RHom(Cα,−)-adjunction.
Recalling the quasi-Veronese algebra construction, we obtain a result which can be applied to
any finite dimensional graded IG-algebra A which is not necessary a trivial extension algebra. For a
finite dimensional algebra Λ, we denote by |Λ| the number of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
projective modules.
Theorem 5.10. Let A =
⊕ℓ
i=0Ai be a finite dimensional (over some field K which is not necessary
the base field k) graded IG-algebra. If the degree 0-part algebra A0 is of finite global dimension, then
the Gorthendieck group K0(CM
ZA) is free and its rank is bounded by ℓ|A0| from above.
rankK0(CM
ZA) ≤ ℓ|A0|.
Proof. Since ∇A is defined as an ℓ × ℓ-upper triangular matrix all of whose diagonals are A0,
the assumption gldimA0 < ∞ implies gldim∇A < ∞ (see e.g. [18, Corollary 6.3]). Therefore
Kb(proj∇A) = Db(mod∇A). By Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 3.10, CMZlpA = CM
ZA. Hence by Theo-
rem 5.9, CMZA is realized as an admissible subcategory of Db(mod∇A). In particular, K0(CM
ZA)
is a direct summand of K0(D
b(mod∇A)), which is known to be free of rank |∇A|. Now the result
follows from the equation |∇A| = ℓ|A0|.
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6 Application I: two classes of IG algebra of finite CM-type
In this Section 6, we deal with two particular classes of trivial extension algebras. We show that if
the classes of algebras are IG, then they are of finite (graded) Cohen-Macaulay (CM) type. For this,
we use the following result which is a CM-version of Gabriel’s theorem in covering theory [8].
For a Krull-Schmidt category A, we denote by indA the set of indecomposable objects of A up to
isomorphisms.
Recall that an IG (resp. graded IG) algebra A is said to be of finite CM (resp. graded CM) type,
if the number of isomorphisms classes of CM modules (resp. graded CM-module) is finite (resp.
finite up to degree shift) # indCMA <∞ (resp. # indCMZA/(1) <∞).
Theorem 6.1 ([20]). Let A be a finite dimensional graded IG-algebra. Then, A is of finite CM type
if and only if it is of graded CM-type. Moreover, if this is the case, the functor modZA → modA
which forgets the grading of graded modules induces the equality indCMZA/(1) = indCMA.
6.1 The case where Λ is iterated tilted of Dynkin type
The result of Section 6.1 is the following.
Theorem 6.2. Let Λ be an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type and C is a finite dimensional
bimodule over Λ. If a trivial extension algebra A = Λ⊕ C is IG, then it is of finite CM type.
We need a preparation. Let S be a set and F : S
∼=
−→ S a bijection. We denote by S/F the
quotient set S/Z by the action of Z on S which is defined to be n ·F s := F
n(s) for n ∈ Z and s ∈ S.
We note that if we take a complete set of representatives S0 ⊂ S of S/F , then any element s is of
the form s = F q(s0) for some q ∈ Z and s0 ∈ S0.
Lemma 6.3. Let S be a set and F,G : S
∼=
−→ S bijections such that FG = GF . Assume that
#S/F = r < ∞ and that there exists a set of representatives {s1, s2, . . . , sr} such that for all
i = 1, . . . , r there exists a positive integer pi > 0 such that G(si) = F
pi(sσ(i)) for some σ(i) = 1, . . . , r.
Then #S/G <∞.
Proof. First we claim that if i 6= j, then σ(i) 6= σ(j). Indeed if σ(i) = σ(j), then F−piG(si) =
F−pjG(sj). Thus we have the equation si = F
pi−pj(sj) which contradicts to the assumption.
By the claim we may regard σ as a permutation. We have Gr!(si) = F
Pi(si) where Pi =∑r!−1
a=0 pσa(i). Note that Pi > 0. We claim that every G
r!-orbit contains one of the elements of
the set {F q(si) | 0 ≤ q < Pi}. Indeed any element s is of the form s = F
q(si) for some q ∈ Z and
i = 1, . . . , r. Let q1, q2 ∈ Z be such that q = q1Pi+q2, 0 ≤ q2 < Pi. Then we have G
−q1r!(s) = F q2(si).
Now by the second claim #S/G ≤ #S/Gr! ≤
∑r
i=1 Pi <∞.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let C be an asid Λ-Λ-bimodule and α the asid number of C. We set T :=
thickCα. We claim that # indT/[1] < ∞. Indeed, let Q be a Dynkin quiver such that Λ is derived
equivalent to kQ. Since all indecomposable object M ∈ Db(modkQ) are of forms M = M ′[a] for
some M ′ ∈ indmodΛ and a ∈ Z, we have indDb(modkQ)/[1] = indmodkQ. Hence #T/[1] ≤
# indDb(modΛ)/[1] <∞.
Let {M1, . . . ,Mr} be a set of representatives of indT/[1]. We may assume that H
0(Mi) 6= 0 and
H≥1(Mi) = 0. For i = 1, . . . , r, we have Mi ⊗
L
Λ C[1] = Mj [pi] for some pi ∈ Z and j = 1, . . . , r.
Then we have H1−pi(Mi ⊗
L
Λ C) = H
0(Mj) 6= 0. On the other hands, since C is a Λ-module, we
have H≥1(Mi ⊗
L
Λ C) = 0. Thus we conclude that pi > 0. Now by Lemma 6.3, we conclude that
# indT/(−⊗LΛ C[1]) <∞.
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6.2 The case where C = ΛN ⊗k MΛ
A straightforward way to obtain a bimodule over an algebra Λ is to take a tensor product C = N⊗kM
of a left Λ-module N and a right Λ-moduleM both of which are finite dimensional over k. In Section
6.2, we investigate the case A = Λ⊕ (N ⊗k M).
6.2.1 Results and examples
In this Section 6.2, Λ denotes a finite dimensional algebra of finite global dimension and N denotes
a nonzero left Λ-module and M denotes a nonzero right Λ-module. We set C := N ⊗k M and
A := Λ⊕ C.
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to deal with this case. We note that some of the statements
can be verified in the more general case where Λ is IG and idM <∞, idN <∞.
Theorem 6.4. Let Λ be a finite dimensional algebra of finite global dimension,
(1) gldimA <∞ if and only if M ⊗LΛ N = 0.
(2) A is IG and gldimA = ∞ if and only if M is exceptional (i.e., RHomΛ(M,M) ∼= k) and
RHomΛ(M,Λ) = N [−p] for some p ∈ N.
(3) Assume that A is IG and gldimA =∞. Then the following assertions hold.
(3-a) Let p be the integer in (2). Then p = pd
Λ
M = pd
Λop
N .
(3-b) There are equivalences CMZA ∼= Db(modk) under which the graded degree shift functors
(1) corresponds to the complex degree shift functor [p+ 1].
(3-c) CMA ≃ Db(modk)/[p+ 1] ≃ (modk)⊕p+1 and the syzygy functor Ω is (p+ 1)-periodic.
(3-d) indCMA = {M,ΩM, · · · ,ΩpM}.
Combining Theorem 6.4 and a result by X-W. Chen, we can provide an example of a non-IG
finite dimensional algebra A such that the singularity category SingA is Hom-finite.
Example 6.5. Let Λ be a basic finite dimensional algebra of finite global dimension and e, f ∈ Λ
idempotent elements. Then the algebra A = Λ⊕ (Λe⊗k fΛ) is of finite global dimension if and only
if fΛe = 0. The algebra A is an IG-algebra of infinite global dimension if and only if e = f and
dim eΛe = 1.
On the other hands, X-W. Chen [6] showed that SingA is Hom-finite if and only if dim fΛe ≤ 1.
Thus we conclude that there are finite dimensional algebras A which is not IG but whose singularity
category SingA is Hom-finite.
Example 6.6. Let Λ be a d-representation infinite algebra and e ∈ Λ an idempotent such that
dim eΛe = 1. Set θ = ExtdΛ(D(Λ),Λ).
Then A = Λ⊕D(eΛ)⊗keθ is an IG-algebra such that CMA ∼= (modk)
⊕d+1,CMAop ∼= (modk)⊕d+1.
6.2.2 Proof of Theorem 6.4.
First observe that Ca = N ⊗k (M ⊗
L
Λ N)
⊗ka−1 ⊗k M for a ≥ 1. On the other hand, under the
assumption that gldimΛ < ∞, we have gldimA < ∞ if and only if Ca = 0 for some a ≥ 0 by [18,
Corollary 4.15]. Hence we deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 6.7. We have M ⊗LΛ N = 0 if and only if gldimA <∞.
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Since idCΛ = idM <∞, id ΛC = idN <∞, the trivial extension algebra A is IG if and only if
C satisfies the right and left asid conditions by Theorem 4.10.
We concentrate on the right asid condition. By Lemma 4.14, the right asid condition is satisfied if
and only if the morphism TCa,Λ : RHomΛ(Ca,Λ)→ RHomΛ(Ca+1, C) is an isomorphism. Moreover,
if this is the case we have αr = min{a ≥ 0 | TCa,Λ is an isomorphism.}.
We give a description of the morphism TCa,Λ in terms of more concrete morphisms, which are
introduced now.
By lm we denote the left multiplication map lm : Λ→ Homk(N,N), i.e., lm(r)(n) = rn for r ∈ Λ
and n ∈ N .
We define a morphism h : k → RHomΛ(M,M) in the following way. By h˜, we denote the
homothety map h˜ : k → HomΛ(M,M), i.e., h˜(a)(m) := am for a ∈ k and m ∈ M . Then, we set
h := can ◦ h˜ where can : HomΛ(M,M)→ RHomΛ(M,M) is the canonical morphism.
By S , we denote the morphism S : RHomΛ(M,Λ)→ Homk(M⊗LΛN,N) in D
b(modΛop) induced
from the functor −⊗LΛ N : D
b(modΛ)→ Db(modk).
S : RHomΛ(M,Λ)→ RHomk(M ⊗
L
Λ N,N)
∼= Homk(M ⊗
L
Λ N,N)
We leave the verification of the following lemma to the readers.
Lemma 6.8. (1) Under the isomorphisms
RHomΛ(Λ,Λ) ∼= Λ⊗k k and
RHomΛ(N ⊗k M,N ⊗k M) ∼= Homk(N,N)⊗k RHomΛ(M,M),
the morphism TΛ,Λ : RHomΛ(Λ,Λ)→ RHomΛ(N ⊗k M,N ⊗k M) corresponds to lm⊗ h.
lm⊗ h : Λ⊗k k→ Homk(N,N)⊗k RHomΛ(M,M)
(2) Let a ≥ 1. Then under the isomorphisms
RHomΛ(C
a,Λ) ∼= D(N ⊗k (M ⊗
L
Λ N)
⊗ka−1)⊗k RHomΛ(M,Λ)⊗k k and
RHomΛ(C
a+1, C) ∼= D(N ⊗k (M ⊗
L
Λ N)
⊗ka−1)⊗k Homk(M ⊗
L
Λ N,N)⊗k RHomΛ(M,M)
the morphism TCa,Λ corresponds to id⊗S ⊗ h.
idLa ⊗S ⊗ h : La ⊗k RHomΛ(M,Λ)⊗k k→ La ⊗k Homk(M ⊗
L
Λ N,N)⊗k RHomΛ(M,M).
where we set La := D(N ⊗k (M ⊗
L
Λ N)
⊗ka−1).
In the next proposition, we study when C = N ⊗k N satisfies the right asid condition.
Proposition 6.9. The right asid condition is satisfied if and only if one of the following conditions
is satisfied.
(0) Λ = Endk(V ), N = V and M = D(V ) for some finite dimensional vector space V .
(1) The module M is exceptional and RHomΛ(M,Λ) ∼= N [−p] for some p ∈ Z. The condition (0)
does not hold.
(2) M ⊗LΛ N = 0
Moreover, if one of conditions (a) is satisfied for a = 0, 1, 2, then we have αr = a.
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We prepare the following lemma
Lemma 6.10. (1) The morphisms lm and h are isomorphisms if and only if Λ = Endk(V ), N = V
and M = D(V ) for some finite dimensional vector space V .
(2) The morphism S and h are isomorphisms if and only if M is exceptional and RHomΛ(M,Λ) ∼=
N [−p] for some p ∈ Z.
Moreover, in either cases, we have M ⊗LΛ N 6= 0.
Proof. (1) Since the map lm is an algebra homomorphism, it is an isomorphism if and only if the
algebra Λ is the endomorphism Endk(V ) of the k-vector space V := Nk. If this is the case, then Λ
is a full matrix algebra. Thus it is easy to see that the homothety map h is an isomorphism if and
only if M = D(V ) as left modules and N ⊗kM ∼= Endk(V ) as bimodules. In this case it is clear that
M ⊗LΛ N 6= 0.
(2) First assume that the morphism S and h are isomorphisms. Applying M ⊗LΛ − to the
isomorphism S , we obtain the isomorphism M ⊗L S : RHomΛ(M,M)
∼=
−→ Homk(M ⊗
L
ΛN,M ⊗
L
ΛN).
Since RHomΛ(M,M) ∼= k, we must have M ⊗
L
Λ N
∼= k[p] for some integer p ≥ 0. In particular, we
have M ⊗LΛ N 6= 0. Now S become an an isomorphism RHomΛ(M,Λ)
∼= N [−p].
The converse implication can easily be proved and left to the readers.
Proof of Proposition 6.9. We assume that the right asid condition is satisfied. By Lemma 6.8, if
αr = 0, then lm and h are isomorphisms. Therefore by Lemma 6.10 the condition (0) holds. In the
case αr = 1, S and h are isomorphisms by Lemma 6.8. Therefore by Lemma 6.10 the condition
(1) holds. Finally, we assume that αr ≥ 2. If M ⊗
L
Λ N 6= 0, then we have La 6= 0. Therefore, since
TCa,Λ is an isomorphism for some a ≥ 1, S and h are isomorphisms by Lemma 6.8. Hence, again
by Lemma 6.8 we have αr ≤ 1. This contradicts to the assumption. Thus, if αr ≥ 2, we must have
M ⊗LΛ N = 0. Moreover, by Lemma 6.8 the last condition implies that αr = 2.
By Lemma 6.8 and Lemma 6.10, it is easy to see that if one of the conditions (0), (1), (2) is
satisfied, then C satisfies the right asid condition and αr has desired value.
We proceed a proof of Theorem 6.4.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Combining Lemma 6.7, Proposition 6.9, we deduce (1) and (2).
(3-a) Since pdM < ∞, the isomorphism RHomΛ(M,Λ) ∼= N [−p] implies that p = pdM . Since
derived the Λ-dual of the above isomorphism yields an isomorphism RHomΛop(N,Λ) ∼= M [−p], we
conclude that p = pdN .
(3-b) By Lemma 4.9 and Theorem 5.6, we have an equivalence CMZA ≃ T under which the
autoequivalence (1) of CMZA corresponds to −⊗LΛ C[1].
Observe that T = thickM . Since M is exceptional, we have an equivalence F : thickM ≃
Db(modk) which sends M to k. Using the isomorphism N ∼= RHomΛ(M,Λ)[p] we obtain the
isomorphisms
M ⊗LΛ C
∼= M ⊗LΛ N ⊗k M
∼= RHomΛ(M,M)⊗k M [p] ∼= M [p].
Therefore, under above equivalence F , the autoequivalence −⊗LΛ C[1] corresponds to [p+ 1]. Hence
we obtain the desired equivalence.
(3-c) is obtained by combining (3-b) and Theorem 6.1.
(3-d) By (3-c), it is enough to show that M is an indecomposable CM-A-module. Since M is
exceptional, it is indecomposable. To show that M is CM, we construct a complete resolution of
M as A-module. Let 0 → Q−p
∂−p
−−→ · · ·
∂−1
−−→ Q0 → M → 0 be a minimal projective resolution as
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Λ-modules. Since M ⊗LΛ C
∼= M ⊗LΛ N ⊗k M
∼= M [p], applying − ⊗Λ C to the minimal projective
resolution, we obtain the following exact sequence of Λ-modules
0→ M → Q−p ⊗Λ C
∂−p⊗C
−−−−→ · · ·
∂−1⊗C
−−−−→ Q0 ⊗Λ C → 0.
Therefore applying − ⊗Λ A to the minimal projective resolution, we obtain the following exact
sequence of A-modules
0→ M → Q−p ⊗Λ A
∂−p⊗A
−−−−→ · · ·
∂−1⊗A
−−−−→ Q0 ⊗Λ A→M → 0.
Splicing the copies of this sequence we obtain a complete resolution P of M as an A-module as
desired.
P : · · · → Q0 ⊗Λ A −→ Q
−p ⊗Λ A
∂−p⊗A
−−−−→ · · ·
∂−1⊗A
−−−−→ Q0 ⊗Λ A −→ Q
−p ⊗Λ A
∂−p⊗A
−−−−→ · · ·
Remark 6.11. We remark that we can prove the Gorenstein symmetric conjecture for a trivial
extension algebra A of the form A = Λ ⊕ (N ⊗k M). Namely, A is IG if and only if idAA < ∞ if
and only if id AA <∞.
7 Application II: classification of asid bimodules
Theorem 4.10 gives us a way to classify asid bimodules over an IG-algebra Λ as follows:
Step 1. Classify admissible subcategories T of Kb(proj Λ).
Step 2. For an admissible subcategory T, classify bimodules C such that the functor −⊗LΛ C acts T
as an equivalence and nilpotently acts on T⊥.
In Section 7.1, we deal with the path algebra Λ = kQ of A2 quiver Q = 1
α
←− 2. We demonstrate
how to use the strategy and give the complete list of the asid bimodules over Λ.
In Section 7.2, we deal with the path algebra Λ = kQ of A3 quiver Q = 1
α
←− 2
β
−→ 3. We give the
complete list of the asid bimodules C such that Λ⊕C has infinite global dimension. The restriction
is put for the sake of space.
Remark 7.1. In this section, suffixes are used in a different way from other sections. For a Λ-module
M and n ∈ N, we denote by Mn the direct sum M⊕n.
7.1 Classification of asid bimodules over the path algebra of A2 quiver
Let Λ = k[1
α
←− 2] be the path algebra, e1, e2 the idempotent elements corresponding to the vertex
1, 2. We denote by Sℓ1 the simple left Λ-module which corresponds to the vertex 1. We denote by S
r
2
the simple right Λ-module which corresponds to the vertex 2.
In the list below, we give an admissible subcategory T of Kb(proj Λ) = Db(modΛ) and an asid
bimodule C such that T = thickCα.
Classification 7.2. 〈1〉 T1 = D
b(modΛ). C = Λ, D(Λ).
〈2〉 T2 = thick e1Λ. C = Λe1 ⊗k e1Λ.
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〈3〉 T3 = thick e2Λ. C = Λe2 ⊗k e2Λ.
〈4〉 T4 = thickS
r
2 . C = S
ℓ
1 ⊗k S
r
2 .
〈5〉 T5 = 0. C = (Λe2 ⊗k e1Λ)
n, (Sℓ1 ⊗k e2Λ)
n, (Λe1 ⊗k S
r
2)
n for n ∈ N.
We note that the case 〈1〉 is presicely the case α = 0 and that the case 〈5〉 is precisely the case
gldimA <∞.
Before starting the classification, we recall basic facts about Λ = k[1 ← 2] (for the details we
refer [10]). The algebra Λ has three indecomposable modules up to isomorphisms, whose quiver
representations are given by
P1 = e1Λ = ( k 0oo ), P2 = e2Λ = ( k koo ), I2 = S
r
2 = ( 0 koo ),
where solid arrow is identity map and dotted arrows are zero maps. The complete set of pairwise
non-isomorphic indecomposable objects of Db(modΛ) is given by
{X [i] | X : indecomposable Λ-module, i ∈ Z}
and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Db(modΛ) is the following.
· · ·
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄ P1[−1]
❄
❄❄
❄❄
oo I2[−1]
❄
❄❄
❄❄
oo P2oo
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
P1[1]
❄
❄❄
❄❄
oo I2[1]oo
❄
❄❄
❄❄
oo · · ·
I2[−2]
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
P2[−1]oo
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
P1oo
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
I2oo
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
P2[1]oo
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
P1[2]
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
oo
Now we give sketches of Step 1 and Step 2 for the algebra Λ.
Step 1. We classify admissible subcategories of Kb(proj Λ) = Db(modΛ). Since Λ is a path algebra
of a Dynkin quiver, we can classify thick subcategories of Db(modΛ) by applying [4, Theorem 5.1]
and [12, Theorem 1.1]. One can check that all of them are admissible subcategories. Thus we obtain
the complete list of admissible subcategories, which is shown in the table 1 below.
〈1〉 T1 = D
b(modΛ), 〈2〉 T2 = thickP1, 〈3〉 T3 = thickP2,
〈4〉 T4 = thick I2, 〈5〉 T5 = 0.
Table 1: List of admissible subcategories of Db(modΛ)
Step 2. We represent a Λ-Λ-bimodule C as a quiver representation
e1Ce1
α ·

e1Ce2
·αoo
α ·

e2Ce1 e2Ce2·α
oo
which makes the square commutative. This is nothing but a quiver representation of C as a Λe-
module.
By Morita Theory, we can recover a Λ-Λ-bimodule C from the functor T = − ⊗LΛ C in the
following way. The right Λ-module structure of C = e1C ⊕ e2C can be read off from a canonical
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isomorphism T (Pi) ∼= eiC. The left Λ-module structure of C can be read off from the commutative
diagram
T (P1)
T (α·) //
∼=

T (P2)
∼=

e1C α·
// e2C
where the vertical maps are canonical isomorphisms. From these datum, we may represent C as a
quiver representation.
Thanks to the above observation, we can calculate quiver representations of asid bimodules cor-
responding to each admissible subcategory T by referring possible equivalences on T and nilpotent
endofunctors on T⊥. In the following example, we explain how to do it for a concrete admissible
subcategory.
Example 7.3. We deal with the admissible subcategory T2. First observe that T2 = add{P1[i] | i ∈
Z} and T⊥2 = add{I2[i] | i ∈ Z}.
Let C be a bimodule such that T = − ⊗LΛ C acts on T2 as an equivalence and nilpotently acts
on T⊥2 . Since T acts on T2 as an equivalence, T (P1)
∼= P1[n] for some n ∈ Z. On the other hand
T (P1) = e1C belongs to modΛ. Therefore we conclude that e1C = T (P1) ∼= P1.
We claim that T (I2) = 0. Indeed, by the assumption T (T
⊥
2 ) ⊂ T
⊥
2 , we have T (I2)
∼= Im2 ⊕ I2[1]
n
for some non-negative integers m,n. Since T a(I2) = 0 for a ≫ 0, m and n must be zero, namely
T (I2) = 0.
By applying T to the triangle (7-15) below, we see that T (α·) : T (P1)→ T (P2) is an isomorphism.
(7-15) I2[−1]→ P1
α·
−→ P2 → I1
We conclude that the right module structure of C is
e1C = P1 = ( k 0oo ), e2C = P1 = ( k 0oo ),
and the left module structure of C is given by a map
e1C
α·

= k
a ·

0oo

e2C = k 0oo
for some a ∈ k\{0}. Thus the representation of C is given by
k
a ·

0oo

k 0oo
It is easy to check that this bimodule is isomorphic to Λe1 ⊗k e1Λ.
Example 7.4. We deal with the case T5 = 0. We note that this is precesely the case where A = Λ⊕C
has finite global dimension.
Let C be a bimodule. Then T = −⊗LΛ C always acts on T5 = 0 as an equivalence. Thus we only
have to study the condition that T nilpotently acts on T⊥ = Db(modΛ). We assume that C satisfies
this condition. Observes that at least one of T (P1) = 0, T (P2) = 0 and T (I2) = 0 holds.
We discuss the case T (P1) = 0. Since T (P2) = e2C belongs to modΛ, we have T (P2) ∼=
P n1 ⊕ P
m
2 ⊕ I
l
2 for some l, m, n ∈ N. By applying T to the triangle (7-15), we have an isomorphism
T (P2) ∼= T (I2). Since T
a(P2) = 0 for a≫ 0, we see that m and l must be zero, namely T (P2) ∼= P
n
1 .
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We conclude that the right module structure of C is
e1C = ( 0 0oo ), e2C = P
n
1 = ( k
n 0oo ).
Thus the representation of C is given by
0

0oo

kn 0oo
It is clear that this bimodule is isomorphic to (Λe2 ⊗k e1Λ)
n.
By the similar arguments, in the case T (P2) = 0 or T (I2) = 0, we can show that C is isomorphic
to one of the bimodules listed in 〈5〉. Consequently we have three asid bimodules corresponding to
T5 = 0.
7.2 Classification of asid bimodules over the path algebra of A3 quiver
Let Λ = kQ be the path algebra of A3 quiver Q.
Q = 1 2
αoo β // 3.
Below, we give the list of asid bimodules C over Λ such that A has infinite global dimension. The
restriction gldimA =∞ is put only for the sake of space.
We use the quiver representation as below to exhibit a bimodule C.
e1Ce1
α ·

e1Ce2
·αoo ·β //
α ·

e1Ce3
α ·

e2Ce1 e2Ce2
·αoo ·β // e2Ce3
e3Ce1
β ·
OO
e3Ce2·α
oo
·β
//
β ·
OO
e3Ce3
β ·
OO
In the list, the asid bimodules exhibited in 〈i-s〉 and 〈i-t〉 have the same admissible subcategory
as asid subcategories.
Table 2: List of asid bimodules over 1← 2→ 3
〈1-1〉 k

0oo //

0

k koo // k
0
OO
0oo //
OO
k
OO
〈1-2〉 0

0oo //

k

k koo // k
k
OO
0oo //
OO
0
OO
〈1-3〉 0

koo //

k

0 koo // 0
k
OO
koo //
OO
0
OO
〈1-4〉 k

koo //

0

0 koo // 0
0
OO
koo //
OO
k
OO
〈2-1〉 k

koo //

0

k koo // 0
k
OO
0oo //
OO
0
OO
〈2-2〉 0

koo //

0

0 koo // 0
k
OO
koo //
OO
0
OO
〈3-1〉 0

0oo //

k

0 koo // k
0
OO
koo //
OO
k
OO
〈3-2〉 0

koo //

k

0 koo // 0
0
OO
koo //
OO
0
OO
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〈4-1〉 k

0oo //

0

k koo // k
0
OO
0oo //
OO
0
OO
〈4-2〉 k

koo //

k

0 koo // k
0
OO
0oo //
OO
0
OO
〈5-1〉 0

0oo //

0

k koo // k
0
OO
0oo //
OO
k
OO
〈5-2〉 0

0oo //

0

k koo // 0
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Remark 7.5. In these examples, for every admissible subcategory T, there exsits at least one asid
bimodule C having T as the asid subcategory. However this is not the case for general algebras.
There exists an algebra Λ such that Kb(proj Λ) has an admissible subcategory T which is not the
asid subcategory for any asid bimodule.
Let Λ be the path algebra k[1
α
←− 2
β
←− 3] with the relation βα. We denote by P1 the indecompos-
able projective Λ-module corresponds to the vertex 1 and by S3 the simple Λ-module corresponds
to the vertex 3. Then, the admissible subcategory thick(P1 ⊕ S3) ⊂ D
b(modΛ) is not the asid
subcategory for any asid bimodule.
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